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ABSTRACT
We analyze CP violation in resonant transitions involving scalar as well as fermionic inter-
mediate states, using a gauge-invariant resummation approach implemented by the pinch
technique. We derive the necessary conditions for resonantly enhanced CP violation in-
duced by particle mixing, by paying special attention to CPT invariance, and apply the
results of our analysis to two representative new-physics scenarios: (i) the indirect mixing
of a CP-even Higgs scalar with a CP-odd Higgs particle in two-Higgs doublet models and
(ii) the CP-asymmetric mixing between the top quark and a new heavy up-type quark, t′,
in mirror fermion models. Furthermore, we explicitly demonstrate the equivalence of our
scattering-amplitude formalism with that based on the effective Hamiltonian and discuss
the possibility of maximal CP violation in the limiting case of two degenerate particles.
PACS nos.: 11.30.Er, 13.10.+q, 14.80.Bn, 14.80.Cp
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1 Introduction
The first experimental observation, which has shown conclusively that nature laws are
not invariant under charge and parity (CP) transformations, took place in the kaon com-
plex some time ago [1]. The CP-violating phenomenon observed originates from the CP-
asymmetric particle mixing of a K0 with its CP-conjugate state, K¯0 [2]. So far, this has
been the only example of CP violation in nature, which has been established experimentally.
One of the most phenomenologically successful theories describing the time evolution
and the mixing of unstable particles is the known approximation due to Weisskopf and
Wigner (WW) [3]. In the WW approximation, an unstable particle system is described
through an effective Hamiltonian and the whole time dependence of the system may well
be determined by an effective Schro¨dinger equation [4]. Another interesting approach
is the one formulated by Sachs [5], which makes use of the dynamical properties of the
complex pole of the propagator. However, both formulations mentioned above are, to some
extend, phenomenologically oriented and face serious difficulties to accommodate important
quantum field-theoretic properties for theories with enhanced predictive power, such as
renormalizable gauge field theories. Apart from developing a well-defined renormalization
scheme to cope with ultra-violet (UV) divergences at high quantum orders [6], one has
to worry that gauge symmetries [7,8] and other required properties, such as unitarity,
analyticity, etc., are preserved within such theories [8].
In our analysis, we shall consider a manifestly gauge-invariant approach for resonant
transitions [8], which is implemented by the pinch technique (PT) [9]. This approach is free
from CP-odd gauge artifacts, since it preserves all the discrete symmetries of the classical
action after quantization. For example, it reassures the absence of off-mass shell transitions
between particles with different CP quantum numbers in a CP-invariant and anomaly-free
theory.
Over the last years, there has been an increasing interest in CP asymmetries induced
by finite widths of unstable particles [10,11,12,13]. For example, CP-violating effects may
arise from the interference of the top quark with a new up-type quark t′ in many extensions
of the Standard Model (SM) [10,11] or from similar interference width effects in the top-
quark decay [13] in a two-Higgs doublet model. In Ref. [12], the authors considered CP
violation through scalar-quark mixing in supersymmetric (SUSY) models.∗ Since SUSY
imposes an approximate mass degeneracy between the scalar strange, s˜, and down, d˜,
quarks [15], it was found that there is a resonant phenomenon of CP violation due to s˜-d˜
∗Most recently, we became aware of studies, which have extended this idea to the scalar lepton sector
in SUSY theories [14].
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oscillations, which can be rather large, i.e., of order 20%. All these CP-violating phenomena
may have dynamical features similar to those of the K0K¯0 system. We will exemplify this
connection for certain models beyond the SM.
Recently, we have studied resonant CP-violating transitions of a CP-even Higgs scalar,
H , into a CP-odd Higgs particle, A [16]. These transitions, which come from a non-
vanishing HA mixing, exhibit the very same dynamics known from the K0K¯0 system [17].
The size of CP violation has been estimated to be fairly large, i.e., of order one, for a range
of kinematic parameters, preferred by SUSY.
In this paper, we shall present a comprehensive field-theoretic formalism for resonant
CP violation through particle mixing in scattering amplitudes. The mixed particles, which
occur in the intermediate state as resonances, are either bosons or fermions. As will be
seen, a resonant enhancement of CP violation can only take place within this formalism, if
at least two of the intermediate particles are nearly degenerate, i.e., their mass difference
is comparable to their widths. This requirement of approximate mass degeneracy, which
appears to be a fine-tuning of the kinematic parameters, may be the result of some enforced
symmetry in the low-energy limit of the theory, such as SUSY, compositeness, or a general
horizontal symmetry. Even though we will not specify all the details of our CP-violating
models at very high-energies, e.g., at the grand unification scale, it is, however, conceivable
to assume that there exist heavy degrees of freedom, which can break such a low-energy
symmetry and hence induce a small splitting in the masses of the intermediate particles.
Consequently, this effect is quite analogous to what happens in the K0K¯0 system, in which
the exact mass degeneracy of the strong states K0 and K¯0 becomes an approximate one
when the weak interactions are taken into account.
The paper has the following structure: In Section 2, we consider the mixing of bosonic
particles, where the PT resummation approach for particle mixing in scatterings is pre-
sented. For illustration, we assume a 2→ 2 scattering process involving resonant transitions
of two Higgs scalars H and A, with opposite CP parities: CP(H) = +1 and CP(A) = −1.
If the Higgs particles H and A mix, then this mixing phenomenon is described by a non-
diagonal 2× 2 propagator matrix in the transition amplitude, which results from summing
up a geometric series of HH , AA and HA self-energies. Furthermore, issues of mixing
and mass renormalization in scalar field theories are discussed in Appendices A and B,
respectively. In Section 3, we derive the necessary conditions for resonantly enhanced CP
violation in the HA system and argue that such a mixing-induced CP violation shares
common features with the CP-violating phenomenon through indirect mixing in the kaon
system.
It is known that invariance of all interactions under the combined action of CP and
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time reversal (T) is a fundamental property of the underlying Hamiltonian. Therefore, in
Section 4, we discuss possible constraints on transition amplitudes, which may originate
from CPT invariance. We find that CPT symmetry generally leads to a modest reduction
of the size of the CP asymmetries.
In Section 5, we briefly review the effective Hamiltonian approach and explicitly
demonstrate the equivalence of that approach with our formalism. Then, we investigate
the possibility of maximal CP violation for the limiting case of two degenerate particles.
We observe that, if the effective Hamiltonian expressed in a K0K¯0-like basis has the Jordan
form, the two mass-eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian are exactly equal and, in this
extreme case, CP violation through mixing takes its maximum allowed value.
In Section 6, we discuss models that predict a potentially large HA mixing. Such
a mixing can naturally occur within two-Higgs doublet models either at the tree level,
if one adds softly CP-violating breaking terms to the Higgs potential, or at one loop,
after integrating out heavy degrees of freedom that break the CP invariance of the Higgs
sector, such as heavy Majorana neutrinos. In Section 7, we investigate phenomenological
examples of resonant CP violation through HA mixing. Numerical estimates reveal that
the CP-violating phenomenon could be of order one and may hence be observed at future
high-energy pp, e+e− or µ+µ− machines. Bounds from electric dipole moments (EDM’s) of
the neutron and electron are also implemented in this analysis.
In Section 8, we examine fermionic mixing, which is more involved in comparison
with that of bosons owing to the spinorial structure of fermions, resulting in four degrees
of freedom, i.e., left- and right-handed fields for particles and anti-particles. As for the
phenomenon of CP violation through mixing, we find that it is conceptually similar to that
of bosons. If the mass difference of the two mixed fermions is of order of their widths, the
CP-violating phenomenon becomes resonant. As an example, in Section 9, we analyze a
simple new-physics CP-violating scenario, which predicts an asymmetric mixing between
the top-quark and a new up-type quark, t′. Resonant CP-violating tt′ transitions may be
probed at the CERN pp Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Section 10 contains our conclusions.
2 Bosonic case
In this section, we shall analyze CP violation induced by the mixing of two bosons with
opposite CP quantum numbers in scattering amplitudes. First, we shall focus our attention
on an example with two-scalar mixing and then extend our discussion to scalar-vector
mixing, such as the mixing of a Higgs particle, H , with the Z boson. Finally, we will
4
comment on transitions involving two vector particles with two different CP quantum
numbers.
a
b
c
d
H,A H,A
(a)
a
b
c
d
(b)
Fig. 1: Resonant CP violation induced by HA mixing.
Let us consider the resonant prototype process ab → H∗, A∗ → cd in Fig. 1, where
H and A are CP-even and CP-odd (Higgs) scalars, respectively. The asymptotic states
a, b, c, d could be either fermions, e.g., b or t quarks, or vector bosons, e.g, W or Z bosons.
The transition amplitude of such a process may conveniently be expressed as
T = T res + T box = V Pi
(
1
s − H(s)
)
ij
V Dj + T box , (2.1)
where
s − H(s) = ∆ˆ−1(s) = s1 −
 M2A − Π̂AA(s) −Π̂AH(s)
−Π̂HA(s) M2H − Π̂HH(s)
 (2.2)
is the inverse propagator matrix, which describes the dynamics of the HA-mixing system.
In fact, the propagator matrix ∆ˆ(s) arises from summing up a geometric series of HH , AA,
HA and AH self-energies. In this resummation formalism based on transition amplitudes,
H(s) is closely related with the effective Hamiltonian, obtained in the WW approximation.
As will be discussed in Section 5, there is only a minor difference between H(s) and the
effective Hamiltonian. The latter may equivalently be evaluated from the former, H(s),
at the resonant region s ≈ M2H ≈ M2A, and is therefore s-independent. Furthermore, V Pi
and V Di are the production and decay amplitudes of the process, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In
addition, T box refers to the non-resonant part of the amplitude depicted in Fig. 1(b), i.e.,
t-channel or box graphs.
In Eq. (2.2), the symbol hat on the self-energies, i.e., Π̂ij(s) with i, j = H,A, has
two meanings. First, it indicates that the diagonal self-energies are renormalized in some
natural scheme, e.g., on-mass-shell (OS) renormalization. In our calculations, we consider
the OS scheme, since it can be implemented much easier than the pole-mass renormalization
scheme. More details on mixing and mass renormalization in scalar theories are relegated
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in Appendices A and B. The off-diagonal self-energies, Π̂HA(s) and Π̂AH(s), are UV safe;
such CP-violating transitions occur either at the tree level or are generated radiatively.
The second meaning of the symbol hat refers to the fact that the resummed self-energies
should be gauge independent. Throughout our analysis, we shall adopt a gauge-invariant
resummation approach implemented by the PT, which respects the gauge symmetries of
classical action at the tree level [8]. The advantages of this method will be seen later on,
when we will discuss the HZ mixing.
The CP-conjugate amplitude, T CP , may be written down as follows:
T CP = T res + T box = V Pi
(
1
s − H(s)
)
ij
V
D
j + T box , (2.3)
where the CP transformation on the production and decay amplitudes may generally given
by
V P,Di = |V P,Di | eiδf eiδw CP−→ V P,Di = |V P,Di | eiδf e−iδw . (2.4)
Here, δf denotes the absorptive or final state phase coming from OS unitarity cuts and δw
represents the weak phase. Under a CP transformation, only δw changes sign. CP-violating
effects in V P,Di are sometimes called ε
′-type effects in analogy with the K0K¯0 system. In
our study, we shall ignore that kind of effects, since they are generally small, unless it
is stated otherwise (see also discussion of the fermionic case in Section 8). Moreover, we
shall neglect the non-resonant part T box. In fact, for sufficiently narrow resonances, the
small value of T box ≪ T res may be justified near the resonant region. This is equivalent
to the first assumption in the WW approximation [3], where direct transitions between the
asymptotic states are omitted. Here, we shall concentrate on CP-violating effects resulting
from the effective Hamiltonian (mass) matrix, H(s). In a K0K¯0-like basis, H(s) transforms
as
H(s) CP−→ H(s) = HT (s) . (2.5)
Note that the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.2) is written in a different basis. We shall
derive the necessary conditions for resonantly enhanced CP violation in Section 3.
We must emphasize again that CP violation coming from the CP-asymmetric mixing
in H(s) can be much larger than that from the decay and production amplitudes, V P,Di and
T box. To quantify the size of CP violation for a generic transition, TFI , of some initial state
I (e.g., I = a, b), into the final state F (e.g., F = c, d), one should consider the observable
aCP =
|TFI |2 − |TF¯ I¯ |2
|TFI |2 + |TF¯ I¯ |2
≈ |T
res|2 − |T res|2
|T res|2 + |T res|2 , (2.6)
where the state I¯ (F¯ ) is the CP transform of I (F ), and hence T CPFI ≡ TF¯ I¯ . In Eq. (2.6),
only the resonant contribution to T is taken into account. For our purposes, only the
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s-valued matrix ∆ˆ−1(s) in Eq. (2.2) needs be inverted. It is then easy to find the entries
of the matrix ∆ˆ(s), viz.
∆ˆAA(s) =
[
s − M2A + Π̂AA(s)−
Π̂AH(s)Π̂HA(s)
s−M2H + Π̂HH(s)
]−1
, (2.7)
∆ˆHH(s) =
[
s − M2H + Π̂HH(s)−
Π̂HA(s)Π̂AH(s)
s−M2A + Π̂AA(s)
]−1
, (2.8)
∆ˆHA(s) = ∆ˆAH(s) = −Π̂AH(s)
[(
s−M2H + Π̂HH(s)
)(
s−M2A + Π̂AA(s)
)
−Π̂AH(s)Π̂HA(s)
]−1
. (2.9)
Moreover, the Hermiticity condition of the Lagrangian on the real scalar fields H and A
implies that Π̂AH(s) = Π̂HA(s).
H
p
Zµ
Π̂ZHµ
pµ = iMZ
H G0
Π̂G
0H
µ ν
Π̂ZZµν
pµpν = M2Z
G0 G0
Π̂G
0G0
pµ
Zµ
f
f¯
= −iMZ G
0
f
f¯
Fig. 2: PT WI’s involving the HZ mixing.
We will now discuss the mixing of a CP-even (Higgs) scalar, H , with a massive (gauge)
vector particle, e.g., the Z boson. It is obvious that the scalar, H , can only couple to the
longitudinal component of the gauge particle due to angular momentum conservation. In
spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) theories, the longitudinal component of a gauge
boson, Z, may be represented equally well by the respective would-be Goldstone boson,
G0, which is a CP-odd scalar. The advantages of our gauge-invariant resummation approach
may be seen in the description of the HZ system. In fact, there are PT Ward identities
(WI’s) that can be used to convert ZH and ZZ strings into G0H and G0G0 ones [18] before
resummation occurs [8]. As shown in Fig. 2, these identities are
pµΠ̂HZµ (p) − iMZΠ̂HG
0
(p2) = 0 , pµΠ̂ZHµ (p) + iMZΠ̂
G0H(p2) = 0 ,
7
pµpνΠ̂ZZµν (p) − M2ZΠ̂G
0G0(p2) = 0 , pµΓZff¯µ = −iMZΓG
0ff¯ . (2.10)
Considering the fact that
Π̂ZHµ (p) = pµΠ̂
ZH(p2) and Π̂ZZµν (p) = tµν(p)Π̂
ZZ
T (p
2) + ℓµν(p)Π̂
ZZ
L , (2.11)
with s = p2 and
tµν(p) = −gµν + pµpν
p2
, ℓµν(p) =
pµpν
p2
,
one obtains the relations
p2Π̂ZH(p2) = −iMZΠ̂G0H(p2) , p2Π̂ZZL (p2) = M2ZΠ̂G
0G0(p2) . (2.12)
Also, it is important to stress that the vacuum polarizations γH and γG0 are completely
absent within the PT framework [16], i.e.,
Π̂γG
0
µ (p) = Π̂
γH
µ (p) = 0 , (2.13)
independently of whether CP violation is present in the theory. This must be contrasted
with the conventional S-matrix prediction in the Rξ gauges, in which the γG
0 and γH
self-energies do not vanish in general.
Taking the PT WI’s in Eq. (2.10) into account, one then ends up with a simple
coupled Dyson-Schwinger equation system similar to Eq. (2.2), in which only H and G0
mix. This system may be described by the following inverse propagator matrix:
∆ˆ−1(s) =
 s+ Π̂G0G0(s) Π̂G0H(s)
Π̂HG
0
(s) s−M2H + Π̂HH(s)
 . (2.14)
It is interesting to notice in Eq. (2.14) that the would-be Goldstone boson, G0, has the
desirable property to be massless in the PT. The inversion of ∆ˆ−1(s) proceeds analogously,
by making the identifications A ≡ G0 and MA = 0 in Eqs. (2.7)–(2.9).
Finally, the mixing of two vector particles, e.g., Z and Z ′, can be described by an
inverse propagator matrix very analogous to Eq. (2.2), in which only the transverse parts
of the vacuum polarizations ZZ, ZZ ′, and Z ′Z ′ are involved. However, if the transverse Z ′
boson is assumed to be CP-odd, it should only have a coupling of EDM type to fermions. In
gauge theories, such a five dimensional operator cannot be present at the tree level without
spoiling renormalizability. However, a CP-odd scalar Z ′ boson can have tree-level couplings
with Higgs scalars [19]. Since the essential features of a CP-asymmetric mixing between
two vector particles will be identical to those of the scalars, the building of a particular
model that predicts a CP-violating ZZ ′ mixing may be studied elsewhere [20].
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3 Necessary conditions for resonant CP violation
We shall derive the necessary conditions under which CP violation can be resonantly en-
hanced in the HA system. We shall perform our analysis in a K0K¯0-like basis. The results
of our study may also carry over to cases involving vector-scalar and vector-vector particle
mixing.
The relation between the K0K¯0 and HA bases is given by the following transforma-
tions:
iA =
1√
2
(
K0 − K¯0
)
,
H =
1√
2
(
K0 + K¯0
)
, (3.1)
where K¯0 is the Hermitian- and CP-conjugate state of K0. Expressing the effective Hamil-
tonian H(s) in Eq. (2.2) in the K0K¯0 basis, we obtain
(K0∗, K¯0∗)H˜
 K0
K¯0
 =
1
2
 M2H +M2A − Π̂HH − Π̂AA M2H −M2A − Π̂HH + Π̂AA + 2iΠ̂AH
M2H −M2A − Π̂HH + Π̂AA − 2iΠ̂AH M2H +M2A − Π̂HH − Π̂AA
 , (3.2)
where dependence of the self-energies on s is implied. From Eq. (3.2), we see that H˜ shares
all that properties known from the kaon system. More explicitly, CPT invariance requires
that
H˜11(s) = H˜22(s) , (3.3)
which holds true in Eq. (3.2), as it should. In addition, CP invariance prescribes the
equality
H˜12(s) = H˜21(s) . (3.4)
This is only valid if Π̂AH(s) = 0. Thus, the HA mixing gives rise to CP violation through
the effective Hamiltonian (mass) matrix H˜(s).
As will be seen in Section 5, the basic parameter in the WW approximation that
quantifies CP violation through indirect mixing in the kaon system [2] is given by
∣∣∣q
p
∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣∣H˜21H˜12
∣∣∣∣∣ ={
[M2H −M2A − ℜe(Π̂HH − Π̂AA)− 2ℑmΠ̂HA]2 + [ℑm(Π̂HH − Π̂AA) + 2ℜeΠ̂HA]2
[M2H −M2A − ℜe(Π̂HH − Π̂AA) + 2ℑmΠ̂HA]2 + [ℑm(Π̂HH − Π̂AA)− 2ℜeΠ̂HA]2
}1/2
, (3.5)
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which is a rephasing invariant quantity and hence physically meaningful. In the OS
renormalization scheme, ℜe(Π̂HH − Π̂AA)(s) is a negligible term, near the resonant region
s ≈ M2H ≈ M2A, which is formally of order g6 in the coupling constant. Indeed, expanding
the self-energy ℜeΠ̂HH(s) in a Taylor series about M2H yields
ℜeΠ̂HH(s) = ℜeΠ̂HH(M2H) + (s−M2H)ℜeΠ̂HH
′
(M2H)
+
1
2
(s−M2H)2ℜeΠ̂HH
′′
(M2H) + . . . , (3.6)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the variable s. The first two terms on
the RHS of Eq. (3.6) vanish in the OS scheme (see also Eqs. (A.11) and (A.12) in Appendix
A). The remaining terms are of order g6 and higher, because s−M2H = O(ℑmΠ̂HH(M2H)) =
O(g2). Likewise, one can show that ℜeΠ̂AA(s) = O(g6) near the resonant region of our
interest. Therefore, in what follows, we can safely neglect these high-order terms, after OS
renormalization has been carried out. It is now instructive to consider the following two
cases:
(i) The HA mixing may be predicted at the tree level or induced radiatively after inte-
grating out heavy degrees of freedom, i.e., ℜeΠ̂HA 6= 0 and it is UV safe. Examples of
the kind will be discussed in Section 6. In addition, we assume ℑmΠ̂HA = 0. Then,
in the region of interest, MH ≈MA, the CP-violating mixing parameter behaves as
∣∣∣q
p
∣∣∣2 ∼ ∣∣∣∣∣ℑm(Π̂HH − Π̂AA) + 2ℜeΠ̂HAℑm(Π̂HH − Π̂AA)− 2ℜeΠ̂HA
∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.7)
Evidently, if
ℑm(Π̂HH − Π̂AA) ∼ ± 2ℜeΠ̂HA , (3.8)
|q/p| takes either very small or very large values, giving rise to a resonant enhancement
of CP violation. Note that for large mass differences between H and A, one has
|q/p| ≈ 1, near the resonant region, as can be seen from Eq. (3.5).
(ii) Another interesting case and, perhaps, equivalent to (i), arises when ℑmΠ̂HA 6= 0 and
ℜeΠ̂HA = 0. This possibility may emerge from rotating or renormalizing away the
finite term ℜeΠ̂HA in case (i). For instance, if ℜeΠ̂HA is an s-independent squared
mass term and ℑmΠ̂HA = 0, one can perform an orthogonal transformation in the
Hilbert space spanned by the fields H and A, such that ℜeΠ̂HA = 0. This newly
defined basis for the fields H and A is usually called mass basis. In the mass basis, the
absorptive self-energy transition ℑmΠ̂HA is in general different from zero. Note that
the transition matrix elements T and T res in Eq. (2.1) are invariant under such basis
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transformations of the intermediate scalar states and, hence, uniquely determined.
For small width differences, ℑmΠ̂HH ≈ ℑmΠ̂AA, one then finds
∣∣∣q
p
∣∣∣2 ∼ ∣∣∣∣∣M2H −M2A − 2ℑmΠ̂HAM2H −M2A + 2ℑmΠ̂HA
∣∣∣∣∣ , (3.9)
and the condition for resonant CP violation reads
M2H −M2A ∼ ± 2ℑmΠ̂HA . (3.10)
Again, we remark that large mass differences, MH −MA, lead to small CP-violating
effects through particle mixing, i.e., |q/p| ≈ 1, near the region of the H and A
resonances, e.g., for s ≈M2H or s ≈M2A.
It is important to note that for maximal CP violation, i.e., of order unity, the value
of |q/p| should either vanish or tend to infinity. This implies that either H˜12 = 0 or
H˜21 = 0, but not both. As will be discussed in Section 5, this limiting case reflects the
fact that the two (non-free) particles, H and A, are exactly degenerate, i.e., MH = MA
and ΓH = ΓA, where M
2
H,A− iMH,AΓH,A are the two complex pole-mass eigenvalues of the
effective Hamiltonian H˜(s) (H(s)) in Eq. (3.2) (Eq. (2.2)).
Although our derivation of the necessary conditions for resonant CP violation through
particle mixing has been performed in a K0K¯0-like basis, we should stress again that these
results can apply equally well to any other orthogonal weak basis. In general, the necessary
conditions for CP invariance within perturbation field theories may be expressed in terms of
CP-odd invariants, which are flavour-basis independent. For example, there is only one such
CP-odd invariant in the minimal SM [21,22]. In particular, the authors in [22] have devised
a systematic approach to constructing CP-odd invariants, by making use of generalized CP
transformations. Under generalized CP transformations, the fields are mapped into their
CP conjugates and, on the same footing, their weak basis is changed by an orthogonal
or unitary rotation, so as to leave the pure gauge sector of the underlying Lagrangian
invariant. This approach has found numerous applications to many extensions of the SM,
including those to multi-Higgs doublet models [23]. In Ref. [23], it has been concluded that
there is no mixing-induced CP violation at the tree-level of the two-Higgs doublet models,
if two Higgs particles have equal masses, e.g., MH = MA. This result is valid in the mass
basis, in which ℜeΠ̂HA = 0, i.e., for the case (ii) discussed above. Indeed, our conclusions
are consistent with this condition. As can be seen from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.9), we find that
|q/p| → 1, in the mass-degenerate limit M2H →M2A, at the resonant region s ≈ M2H ≈M2A.
However, studying CP-odd invariants only is not sufficient to obtain definite theoretical
predictions about the magnitude of CP violation. According to the necessary conditions
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(3.8) and (3.10), even a small mass splitting between H and A comparable to their widths
can produce large CP violation. A phenomenological example of the kind will be analyzed
in Section 7.
In the above discussion of CP-odd invariants, it has been very crucial to differenti-
ate the OS-renormalized masses MH and MA present in our Hermitian Lagrangian from
the mass eigenvalues MH and MA of the non-Hermitian effective Hamiltonian (3.2). The
former correspond to states defined in an orthogonal or unitary Hilbert space, upon which
our perturbation field theory is based, whereas the resulting eigenvectors of the latter are
in general non-unitary or non-orthogonal among themselves. Since the afore-mentioned
generalized CP transformations refer to orthogonal and/or unitary states, depending on
whether the fields are real or complex, this property of orthogonality and/or unitarity
must be maintained for the renormalized fields as well. Therefore, the CP-odd invariants
derived with the method in [22] can only involve masses that are renormalized within a
well-defined field-theoretic framework, which respects the property of unitarity, such as the
OS renormalization scheme [6]. The relation between OS and pole-mass renormalization
in the presence of a large particle mixing is discussed in Appendix B. Moreover, CP-odd
invariants have been barely investigated beyond the Born approximation. In fact, not only
the masses of particles but also the mixing matrices must be renormalized [24,25]. Within
the context of the approach in [22], it is necessary to have a renormalization scheme that
consistently preserves the orthogonality or the unitarity [25] of the weak-basis transforma-
tions order by order in perturbation theory. In Appendix A, we discuss how mixing-matrix
renormalization applies to scalar theories at one loop.
4 Constraints from CPT invariance
So far, we have not taken into account constraints on transition amplitudes that may arise
from CPT invariance. The fact that the underlying Lagrangian of the theory is CPT
invariant gives rise to additional relations between kinematic parameters and interactions.
These relations can, in principle, affect the size of the CP-violating mixing phenomenon
mentioned in Section 3. In general, they have the tendency to reduce the actual magnitude
of aCP in Eq. (2.6), even though |q/p| takes its extreme value. In this section, we shall
briefly illustrate how CPT restoration takes place.
Consider the transition of some initial state i to a final state f . Then, up to an
insignificant overall phase, CPT invariance requires
〈f |T |i〉 = 〈iCPT |T |fCPT 〉 , (4.1)
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where the subscript CPT indicates that the states i and f are transformed under CPT. For
some state β with three-momentum ~p and spin ~s, CPT acts as |βCPT (~p, ~s)〉 = |β¯(~p,−~s)〉,
with β¯ being the anti-particle of β. Equation (4.1) holds for the Hermitian and anti-
Hermitian part of Tfi ≡ 〈f |T |i〉 independently. As a consequence of (4.1), using the optical
theorem,
Tfi − T ∗if = i
∑
k
TkiT ∗kf , (4.2)
where the sum is over all possible intermediate states k including phase-space integration,
and taking |i〉 = |f〉 ≡ |α〉, one obtains the relation
ℑm〈α|T |α〉 = ℑm〈αCPT |T |αCPT 〉 = mα
∑
X
Γ(α→ X) , (4.3)
where mα is the mass of the decaying particle α and the summation is understood over
all possible final states X that α can decay. Equation (4.3) together with the fact that
the Hamiltonian of the theory is Hermitian represent the known corrolary emanating from
CPT invariance, which states that the mass and lifetime of a particle is equal with that of
its anti-particle.
It is now straightforward to extend our considerations to scattering processes. Anal-
ogously with Eq. (4.3), taking as asymptotic states |i〉 = |f〉 = |a(~pa, ~sa)b((~pb, ~sb)〉, and
making use of the optical theorem in Eq. (4.2) for the forward scattering, viz.
ℑm〈a(~pa, ~sa)b(~pb, ~sb)| T |a(~pa, ~sa)b(~pb, ~sb)〉 = λ1/2(s,m2a, m2b)
∑
X
σ(a(~pa, ~sa)b(~pb, ~sb)→ X),
(4.4)
and for its CPT-conjugate counterpart, with λ(x, y, z) = (x − y − z)2 − 4yz, we arrive at
the CPT constraint involving total cross sections∑
X
σ(a(~pa, ~sa)b(~pb, ~sb)→ X) =
∑
X
σ(a¯(~pa,−~sa)b¯(~pb,−~sb)→ X) . (4.5)
Note that Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5) are still valid within the perturbation theory through the
order considered.
K0 K0, K¯0
X
K0, K¯0 K0
(a)
K¯0 K0, K¯0
X
K0, K¯0 K¯0
(b)
Fig. 3: CPT invariance in the squared transition amplitudes.
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It is now interesting to see how CPT applies to our resummation formalism. To
facilitate our task, we assume that there are some asymptotic states, a and b say, that
couple to K0 only and produce it with an effective vertex VK . Then, the CPT-conjugate
states, aCPT and bCPT , will only couple to K¯
0 with a production amplitude V¯K . We also
assume that a and b do not introduce ε′ effects into the vertex VK . Subsequently, the so-
produced kaons, K0 and K¯0, decay into all possible final states X with couplings V X1 and
V X2 , respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. Taking only the dominant s-channel contributions
into account, the two squared amplitudes can be cast into the form
|TK |2 = VK (s− H˜)−11i V Xi V X∗j (s− H˜†)−1j1 V ∗K , (4.6)
|T K |2 = V¯K (s− H˜)−12i V Xi V X∗j (s− H˜†)−1j2 V¯ ∗K , (4.7)
where summation over the repeated indices i, j = 1, 2 and integration over the phase space
of the final states X must be understood. Employing the optical theorem in Eq. (4.2) at
the level of the effective Hamiltonian H˜, one has through the order considered
( H˜ − H˜† )ij = − i V Xi V X∗j . (4.8)
Substituting Eq. (4.8) into Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7), it is not difficult to find
|TK |2 = −2 |VK|2ℑm(s− H˜)−111 , |T K |2 = −2 |V¯K |2ℑm(s− H˜)−122 . (4.9)
As has been assumed above, absence of CP violation in the production vertices implies
that |VK | = |V¯K |. Since the effective Hamiltonian is CPT invariant, i.e., H˜11 = H˜22 (cf.
Eq. (3.3)), one easily concludes that |TK |2 = |T K |2, as it should be in agreement with Eq.
(4.5).
It is evident that CPT symmetry yields relations among the CP-violating parts of
the squared transition amplitudes similar to those found for the partial decay rates in Ref.
[26]. To make this explicit, let us consider the example mentioned above and assume that
the set of all final states X can be divided into two sub-sets. The first sub-set involves
the states a, b, i.e., a, b → K0∗ → a, b, while the second one, A say, does not contain the
states a, b. Thus, the squared amplitudes governing the reaction a, b → K0∗ → A and its
CP-conjugate process are given by
|TAK |2 = |VK |2 (s− H˜)−11i V Ai V A∗j (s− H˜†)−1j1 , (4.10)
|TA¯K¯ |2 = |V¯K |2 (s− H˜)−12i V¯ Ai V¯ A∗j (s− H˜†)−1j2
= |VK |2 (s− H˜T )−11i V Ai V A∗j (s− H˜∗)−1j1 . (4.11)
In the last equality of Eq. (4.11), we have assumed that CP violation is completely absent
in the production and decay vertices, i.e., VK = V¯K , V
A
1 = V¯
A
2 and V
A
2 = V¯
A
1 , which
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amounts to ℑmΠHA = 0 in the HA basis. In the subsequent sections, we shall see that
expressions analogous to Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) will be used in explicit calculations of CP
violation. For this purpose, we introduce the following difference based on matrix elements
squared:
∆AK = |TAK |2 − |TA¯K¯ |2 , (4.12)
which is a genuine CP-violating quantity. Similarly, one can define the CP-violating differ-
ence ∆KK as
∆KK = |TKK |2 − |TK¯K¯ |2 , (4.13)
for the process a, b→ K0∗ → a, b and its CP-conjugate reaction. As a consequence of CPT
invariance in Eq. (4.9), one has that
∆KK + ∆KA = 0. (4.14)
The equality (4.14) demonstrates explicitly how the sum of all partial CP-violating differ-
ences vanishes [26] within this formalism.
Another important consequence of CPT symmetry is the decrease of CP violation, as
observed by aCP in Eq. (2.6), despite the fact that the CP-asymmetric mixing as expressed
by the parameter |q/p| is maximal. To exemplify this point, we consider the effective
Hamiltonian
H˜ =
 M − iΓ −2iΓ12
0 M − iΓ
 , (4.15)
which corresponds to the extreme value of |q/p| = 0. Clearly, the entries of the effective
Hamiltonian in Eq.(4.15) are given in units of energy squared. Defining as
iV A1 V
A∗
1 = iV
A
2 V
A∗
2 = 2iΓ¯ = 2iΓ− i|VK |2,
iV A1 V
A∗
2 = iV
A
2 V
A∗
1 = 2iΓ¯12 = 2iΓ12 − iVK V¯ ∗K , (4.16)
we find at energies s ≈M that for the reaction a, b→ K0∗ → A, aCP takes the simple form
aCP =
∆AK
|TAK |2 + |TA¯K¯ |2
=
2Γ12(Γ¯Γ12 − ΓΓ¯12)
Γ2Γ¯ + 2Γ12(Γ¯Γ12 − ΓΓ¯12) . (4.17)
From Eq. (4.17), one can readily see that aCP vanishes if A represents the sum over all
final states X , as a result of CPT. Furthermore, it is obvious that the value of aCP is
generally smaller than unity even in the extreme particle-mixing limit. In fact, aCP can
take its maximum value only in the limit Γ¯→ 0, with Γ¯12 6= 0. In such a case, the process
a¯b¯ → K¯0∗ → A¯ is forbidden, whereas the transition ab → K0∗ → A is allowed. Hence,
we can conclude that our resummation formalism respects the CPT symmetry and takes
automatically account of all possible CPT constraints.
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5 Effective Hamiltonian approach
We shall briefly review the main features of the effective Hamiltonian approach, which
was formulated by Weisskopf and Wigner [3] and applied to describe CP violation in the
kaon system by Lee, Oehme and Yang [4]. Our approach presented in Sections 2 and 3
is equivalent with that based on diagonalizing the effective Hamiltonian [3,27]. In this
section, we shall pay special attention to the limitations of the latter that may arise from
describing CP violation in a system where the two mixed particles become degenerate.
In fact, we will show that there exist extreme cases, for which the effective Hamiltonian
cannot be diagonalized via a similarity transformation. Such non-diagonalizable effective
Hamiltonians represent situations, in which the mixing-induced CP violation reaches its
maximum allowed value and the complex mass eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian are
exactly degenerate. In addition, we shall show that non-diagonalizable effective Hamilto-
nians are admissible forms, for which the Lee-Wolfenstein [28] inequality due to unitarity
is saturated. In this context, we find that our resummation approach based on transition
amplitudes constitutes a self-consistent field-theoretic framework for dealing even with such
singular cases.
To elucidate our points, we shall consider the HA system from the viewpoint of the
effective Hamiltonian formalism. In the WW approximation, the time evolution of the
HA system can be described by means of an effective Schro¨dinger equation, in which the
Hamilton operator is a 2 × 2 non-Hermitian matrix [4]. Taking dispersive and absorptive
quantum effects into account, this effective Hamiltonian is given by
H =
 H11 H12
H21 H22
 =
 M11 − iΓ11 M12 − iΓ12
M∗12 − iΓ∗12 M22 − iΓ22
 , (5.1)
where the index 1 (2) refers to A (H) and all entries of H are given in units of energy
squared. As we have seen in Section 2, the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.1) may be
approximated by the matrix H(s) defined in Eq. (2.2), for s ≈ M2H ≈ M2A. In the last
equality of Eq. (5.1), we have decomposed the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian in terms of two
Hermitian matrices as follows:
Mij =
1
2
(H + H† ) , Γij = i
2
(H − H† ) . (5.2)
Furthermore, CPT invariance requires that |H12| = |H21| for the case of neutral-scalar
mixing, which in turn implies that ℑm(M12Γ∗12) = 0. Since M12 is real as being the
dispersive part of transitions among real scalars (see also Appendix A), Γ12 should be a
real function as well, as a consequence of CPT invariance. However, we must caution the
reader that this CPT constraint does not apply for mixing between charged scalars.
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Assuming the existence of a non-unitary matrix X , H can be brought into a diagonal
form through a similarity transformation
XHX−1 =
 M 2A − iΓAMA 0
0 M
2
H − iΓHMH
 , (5.3)
where the two complex mass eigenvalues (or the two pole masses of the transition amplitude
[5]) are given by
M
2
A − iΓAMA =
1
2
(H11 + H22 − ∆) ,
M
2
H − iΓHMH =
1
2
(H11 + H22 + ∆) , (5.4)
where ∆2 = (H11 − H22)2 + 4H21H12 and the square root is taken on the first sheet.
Clearly, the masses MH and MA differ from those that the H and A particles would have
if they were free, i.e., if all couplings were switched off. The matrices X and X−1 that
diagonalize H have the explicit forms:
X =
(∆−H11 +H22
2∆
)1/2  1 − 12H21 (H11 −H22 +∆)1
2H12
(H11 −H22 +∆) 1
 , (5.5)
X−1 =
(∆−H11 +H22
2∆
)1/2  1 12H21 (H11 −H22 +∆)− 12H12 (H11 −H22 +∆) 1
 . (5.6)
From Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), one may easily deduce that the matrices X or X−1 do exist
unless both ∆ = 0 and the off-diagonal elements H12, H21 are different from zero. Of
course, if H12 = H21 = 0, X becomes the unity matrix. However, one could think of an
effective Hamiltonian with ∆ = 0 and H12 = H21 6= 0, for which X becomes singular, e.g.
H =
 A− ib −b/2
−b/2 A− 2ib
 , (5.7)
where A and b are some positive numbers. Most importantly, the two pole-mass eigenvalues,
forH and A say, are exactly equal, since ∆ = 0 in Eq. (5.4). As a consequence, the two non-
free particles H and A are exactly degenerate. As has been found in [16] and will be further
analyzed in Section 7, such a singular case can occur in two-Higgs doublet models, when one
studies resonant CP violation due to a HA mixing. For example, if the Higgs self-energies
in Eq. (2.2) satisfy the relation: b = ℑmΠ̂AA = 1
2
ℑmΠ̂HH = 2Π̂HA for s = M2H = M2A, this
gives rise to the non-diagonalizable effective Hamiltonian of the form (5.7).
Apart from the difficulty of diagonalizing H for a degenerate system of bound states,
one may now raise the following question: What is the actual magnitude of CP violation
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through particle mixing in such a degenerate case? To successfully address this question,
one should perform the above analysis in a K0K¯0-like basis. Taking the basis rotations in
Eq. (3.1) into account, we obtain the new effective Hamiltonian H˜ (equivalent to Eq. (3.2))
and the respective non-unitary matrix X˜
H˜ = 1
2
 H11 +H22 H22 −H11 + 2iH12
H22 −H11 − 2iH12 H11 +H22
 , X˜ = 1√
2
 1 −p/q
q/p 1
 ,
(5.8)
where q/p is the basic parameter, which determines the CP-violating phenomenon induced
by the CP-asymmetric mixing of K0 with its CP-conjugate state, K¯0 [2]. This parameter
is given by
q
p
=
(H˜21
H˜12
)1/2
. (5.9)
In the effective Hamiltonian formalism, the two (right) mass eigenstates, |KL〉 and |KS〉,
are then expressed in terms of the strong states, K0 and K¯0, as∗
|KL〉 = q|K0〉 − p|K¯0〉 and |KS〉 = q|K0〉 + p|K¯0〉 , (5.10)
with the normalization |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. In this phase convention, the CP-violating mixing
parameter ε = 〈KL|KS〉 is a real number. Obviously, the anomalously degenerate HA or
K0K¯0 system mentioned above, which leads to a singular X˜ , corresponds to the case where
either H˜21 or H˜12 vanish but not both of them, i.e., the effective Hamiltonian H˜ takes
mathematically the Jordan form [29]. In such a case, q/p is either zero or tends to infin-
ity, which shows explicitly that CP violation through particle mixing takes its maximum
attainable value. Apart from CPT constraints, CP violation could be of order unity, when
the non-free H and A states are exactly degenerate.
It is now important to investigate whether the non-diagonalizable Jordan form of the
effective Hamiltonian satisfies unitarity. Using the optical theorem in Eq. (4.2) for a general
effective Hamiltonian H˜, one can easily obtain the Bell-Steinberger unitarity relation [30]
〈KL|(H˜ − H˜†)|KS〉 = [M 2H −M 2A − i(MAΓA +MHΓH)] 〈KL|KS〉
= i
∑
ξ
〈ξ|T |KL〉∗〈ξ|T |KS〉 , (5.11)
where ξ represents all intermediate states that KL and KS can decay. In this notation,
KL and KS formally denote the two non-free A and H mass-eigenstates of H˜, respectively.
Employing Schwartz’s inequality∣∣∣∑
ξ
〈ξ|T |KL〉∗〈ξ|T |KS〉
∣∣∣2 ≤ ∣∣∣∑
m
〈m|T |KL〉
∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣∑
n
〈n|T |KS〉
∣∣∣2 , (5.12)
∗Eq. (5.10) differs from the standard convention, since we have defined CP(K0) = K¯0 instead of −K¯0
and assigned the two pole-mass eigenstates KL and KS in the reversed order.
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and the fact that
∑
ξ |〈ξ|T |X〉|2 = 2MXΓX , for X = KL, KS, we find the following in-
equality:
|ε|2 = |〈KL|KS〉|2 ≤ 4MHΓHMAΓA
(M
2
H −M 2A)2 + (MHΓH +MAΓA)2
, (5.13)
which is known as the Lee-Wolfenstein inequality [28]. The relation between the CP-
violating mixing parameters ε and |q/p| is given by |q/p|2 = (1 + ε)/(1 − ε). Clearly, the
non-diagonalizable Jordan form of H˜ corresponds to the values of ε = ±1. For the extreme
case of exact mass degeneracy, i.e., MH = MA and ΓH = ΓA, we obtain the unitarity
restriction |ε|2 ≤ 1, as is derived from Eq. (5.13). It is obvious that the Lee-Wolfenstein
unitarity bound gets saturated in the non-diagonalizable limit of the effective Hamiltonian
H˜.
Our resummation approach is free from the kind of pathological singularities men-
tioned above, which arise whenever one attempts to diagonalize the effective Hamiltonian
[4] or the inverse propagator ∆ˆ−1(s) in Eq. (2.2) [5] for an anomalously degenerate system.
Since we always consider physical transition amplitudes, in which the resummed propaga-
tors are sandwiched between the matrix elements related to the initial and final states of
the process, the diagonalization of the propagator ∆ˆ(s) is no more necessary. Thus, our
scattering-amplitude approach is reminiscent of the known density matrix formalism [31].
In fact, as the two non-free particles approach the anomalously degenerate limit, the mass
eigenvectors obtained from H or H˜, such as |KL〉 and |KS〉 as well as their dual (left) eigen-
vectors [5,32], may not bear any physical meaning [29]. Only the complex pole positions
of a transition amplitude can be considered as physical (observable) quantities. Of course,
far away from the anomalous situation, the traditional description of diagonalizing the ef-
fective Hamiltonian [4] can equally well represent the known experimental data, namely,
CP violation in the ordinary K0K¯0 system [2].
6 HA mixing in two-Higgs doublet models
New-physics scenarios that could predict a potentially large HA mixing should have two
ingredients: First, they should extend the field content of the SM by an extra Higgs doublet
and, second, they must violate the CP symmetry of the Higgs sector. There are two
representative paths that can lead to a CP-violating HA term. The first possibility is
to produce such a term at the tree-level. We shall see that this purpose can naturally
be achieved within a two-Higgs doublet model, in which the CP invariance of the Higgs
potential is explicitly broken by adding soft mass terms. Another alternative is to induce a
HA mixing radiatively after integrating out heavy degrees of freedom. These heavy degrees
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of freedom will explicitly violate the CP symmetry of the Lagrangian. As such, one may
think of heavy Majorana fermions, such as heavy Majorana neutrinos or neutralinos in the
minimal supersymmetric SM (MSSM), that couple to H and A scalars with both scalar and
pseudo-scalar couplings. In the following, we shall determine the size of the CP-violating
HA term in the two models mentioned above.
(i) HA mixing in the two-Higgs doublet model with an explicitly CP-violating Higgs poten-
tial. First, we shall briefly describe the basic structure of this minimally extended model,
which may be considered as the simplest realization of CP violation in the neutral Higgs
sector. The presence of two-Higgs doublets, Φ1 and Φ2, in the Lagrangian can give rise to
large flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC) in the Higgs coupling to fermions. In order
to avoid FCNC at the tree level, one usually imposes the discrete symmetry D: Φ1 → −Φ1,
Φ2 → Φ2 and d′iR → −d′iR, where d′iR are the right-handed down-type quarks in the flavour
basis. Invariance under the discrete symmetry D entails that Φ1 will couple to down-type
quarks and Φ2 to up-type quarks only, thus leading to diagonal couplings of the neutral
Higgs particles to quarks [33,34]. Furthermore, imposing the D symmetry on the Higgs
potential leads to a CP-invariant two-Higgs doublet model. The model predicts four neu-
tral scalar fields: the three massive fields h, H , A and the massless would-be Goldstone
boson of the Z boson, G0. In the D-symmetric limit, the neutral Higgs scalars h and H are
exactly CP even, whereas the third neutral Higgs particle, A, is CP odd. The Lagrangians
describing the interactions of the neutral Higgs scalars to quarks are given by
LG0 = igmf
2MW
G0 f¯T fz γ5f , (6.1)
LA = ig
2MW
A
[
cot β mui u¯iγ5ui + tan β mdi d¯iγ5di
]
, (6.2)
LH,h = − g
2MW
[
(hχuh + Hχ
u
H)mui u¯iui + (hχ
d
h + Hχ
d
H)mdi d¯idi
]
, (6.3)
with
χuh = −
sin θ
sin β
, χuH =
cos θ
sin β
, χdh =
cos θ
cos β
, χdH =
sin θ
cos β
. (6.4)
Here, g is the weak coupling constant, tanβ = v2/v1 is the ratio of the Φ2 to Φ1 vacuum
expectation values (VEV’s), the angle θ relates the weak states to the physical states h and
H , and T fz is the z-component of the weak isospin of the fermion f (T
u
z = 1, T
d
z = −1).
The absence of FCNC in the Higgs couplings can easily be extended to the lepton sector,
by requiring in addition to symmetry D that l′iR → −l′iR, where l′iR are the right-handed
charged leptons. The interaction Lagrangians for the Higgs particles with the charged
leptons li = e, µ and τ may then be obtained from Eqs. (6.1)–(6.3), after making the
obvious replacements: d→ l and mdi → mli .
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Up to now, CP has been a good symmetry of the whole Lagrangian provided the
discrete symmetry D remains unbroken. In order to introduce CP violation in the theory,
we must break the symmetry D in some part of the Lagrangian. The most convenient way
is to write down soft-breaking mass terms in the Higgs sector that violate the symmetry D
explicitly [35]. In this way, the Higgs potential VH may be decomposed into two terms as
follows:
VH(Φ1,Φ2) = VD(Φ1,Φ2) + ∆V (Φ1,Φ2) , (6.5)
where VD respects the D symmetry and has the general Hermitian form
VD(Φ1,Φ2) = µ
2
1(Φ
†
1Φ1) + µ
2
2(Φ
†
2Φ2) +
1
2
λ1(Φ
†
1Φ1)
2 +
1
2
λ2(Φ
†
2Φ2)
2
+ λ3(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
2Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ
†
2Φ1)
+
1
2
λ5(Φ
†
1Φ2)
2 +
1
2
λ∗5(Φ
†
2Φ1)
2 , (6.6)
whereas ∆V ,
∆V (Φ1,Φ2) = λ6(Φ
†
1Φ2) + λ
∗
6(Φ
†
2Φ1) , (6.7)
violates the symmetry D softly. Invariance of VH under CP is only reassured if
ℑm(λ5λ∗26 ) = 0 . (6.8)
After SSB, the VEV’s of Φ1 and Φ2, v1 and v2, are generally complex relative to one
another, i.e., ℑm(v∗1v2) 6= 0, if CP is not conserved. Nevertheless, using the freedom of the
phase redefinitions, Φi → eiαiΦi, in VH , we can always make v1 and v2 real at the cost of
both λ5 and λ6 being complex. As a result, any CP-noninvariant term will be proportional
either to ℑm(λ5λ∗26 ) or ℑmλ5. The latter can, however, be expressed in terms of the former
by making use of the conditions obtained from minimizing the Higgs potential VH . This
D-broken two-Higgs doublet model predicts CP-violating mass terms, such as HA and hA,
already at the tree level. Specifically, we find
ΠHA =
1
κ
ℑm(λ5λ∗26 ) (cos θ sin β − sin θ cos β) , (6.9)
ΠhA = − 1
κ
ℑm(λ5λ∗26 ) (sin θ sin β + cos θ cos β) , (6.10)
where κ is some squared mass combination which depends entirely on the VEV’s v1, v2, and
ℜeλ5 and ℜeλ6. In our analysis, we shall treat the CP-violating squared mass terms, ΠHA
and ΠhA, as small parameters compared to the Higgs particle masses, i.e. ΠHA/M2H ≪ 1
and ΠhA/M2h ≪ 1. In Section 7, we will find that this mass pattern is also compatible with
experimental upper bounds on EDM’s.
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(ii) HA mixing in a two-Higgs doublet model with heavy Majorana neutrinos. In this two-
Higgs doublet model, the discrete symmetry D is broken explicitly by the Majorana terms
of two isosinglet neutrinos, call them S1R and S2R. In addition, we introduce a sequential
weak isodoublet in the model, (ν4, E)L. To avoid possible phenomenological limits coming
from the presently observed sector, we assume the complete absence of inter-family mixings
with the three light generations. The Yukawa sector containing the neutrino mass matrix
Mν of our CP-violating scenario reads:
− LνY =
1
2
(
ν¯4L, (S¯1R)
C , (S¯2R)
C
) 
0 a b
a A 0
b 0 B


(ν4L)
C
S1R
S2R
 + H.c. (6.11)
In Eq. (6.11), the parameters A and B can always be chosen to be real, whereas a and b are
in general complex. CP is violated only if the rephasing invariant quantity ℑm(ab∗) 6= 0,
which is only possible with the presence of two heavy singlets in the model. The symmetric
mass matrix in Eq. (6.11) can be diagonalized by the unitary transformation: UTMνU =
M̂ν , where M̂ν is a diagonal matrix containing the physical heavy neutrino masses, mi
(i = 1, 2, 3). From the three heavy Majorana neutrinos, denoted by N1, N2, and N3, that
the model predicts, N1 is predominantly a SU(2)L isodoublet, and N2 and N3 are mainly
singlets in the limit of A,B ≫ a, b. Moreover, the Lagrangians governing the interactions
between Ni and h, H , A are given by [36]:
LA = ig
4MW
AχuA
3∑
i,j=1
N¯i
[
γ5 (mi +mj)ℜeCij + i(mj −mi)ℑmCij
]
Nj , (6.12)
Lh,H = − g
4MW
(hχuh + H χ
u
H)
×
3∑
i,j=1
N¯i
[
(mi +mj)ℜeCij + iγ5(mj −mi)ℑmCij
]
Nj , (6.13)
where χuA = cot β, χ
u
h and χ
u
H are given in Eq. (6.4), and Cij is a 3×3 mixing matrix defined
as Cij ≡ U1iU∗1j . Thus, the rephasing invariant and CP-violating quantity mentioned above
may equivalently be expressed as
ℑmC212 = sin δCP |C12|2 . (6.14)
We shall assume that ℑmC212 in Eq. (6.14) takes the maximum possible value, i.e., it is of
order one. Further details on that model may be found in [37]. Note that a CP-violating
HA mixing may also be induced within the MSSM, in which neutralinos and charginos may
assume the roˆle of heavy Majorana neutrinos. In the MSSM, the SU(2)L×U(1)Y -singlet
bilinear term µ and the tri-linear soft-SUSY-breaking couplings A may contain non-trivial
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CP-violating phases, which lead to complex chargino- and neutralino-mass matrices [38].
Consequently, interaction Lagrangians of the form given in Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13) may
naturally occur in the MSSM.
H A
ni
nj
Fig. 4: HA mixing induced by heavy Majorana neutrinos.
As shown in Fig. 4, the HA mixing may be induced radiatively by heavy Majorana
neutrino loops. Taking the Lagrangians (6.12) and (6.13) into account, we calculate the
CP-violating HA mixing in our two-Higgs doublet model, viz.
Π̂AH(s)
s
= −αw
4π
χuAχ
u
H
3∑
j>i
ℑmC2ij
√
λiλj
[
B0(s/M
2
W , λi, λj) + 2B1(s/M
2
W , λi, λj)
]
, (6.15)
where Π̂AH(s) = Π̂HA(s), λi = m
2
i /M
2
W , and B0 and B1 are the usual Veltman-Passarino
loop functions, evaluated in the conventions of Ref. [39]. The transition G0H is easily
recovered from Eq. (6.15) by setting χuA = 1. Correspondingly, the other CP-violating
transitions, G0h and Ah, may be obtained by replacing χuH with χ
u
h in Eq. (6.15). All these
CP-violating self-energies are UV finite, and hence, do not require renormalization (see also
Appendix A on that matter).
Since there is an established equivalence of the one-loop PT n-point correlation func-
tions with those obtained in the background field method for the gauge-fixing-parameter
value ξQ = 1 [40,41], we shall calculate the one-loop PT self-energies, using the latter
method. Furthermore, UV divergences occuring in the dispersive parts of the self-energies
are absorbed by mass and wave-function renormalization constants. However, near the
resonant region, s ≈ M2H ≈ M2A, OS renormalization renders the dispersive self-energies,
ℜeΠ̂HH(s) and ℜeΠ̂AA(s), very small of order g6 (cf. Eq. (3.6)), so that these high-order
terms can be neglected. Therefore, only one-loop absorptive HH and AA self-energies are
of interest here. Such an approach may be viewed as an improved Born approximation. It
is then straightforward to obtain for the different decay modes
ℑmΠ̂HH(ff¯)(s) =
αwN
f
c
8
(χfH)
2 s
m2f
M2W
(
1− 4m
2
f
s
)3/2
θ(s− 4m2f) , (6.16)
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ℑmΠ̂AA(ff¯)(s) =
αwN
f
c
8
(χfA)
2 s
m2f
M2W
(
1− 4m
2
f
s
)1/2
θ(s− 4m2f) , (6.17)
ℑmΠ̂HH(V V )(s) =
nV αw
32
(χVH)
2M
4
H
M2W
(
1− 4M
2
V
s
)1/2
×
[
1 + 4
M2V
M2H
− 4M
2
V
M4H
(2s− 3M2V )
]
θ(s− 4M2V ) . (6.18)
Here, αw = g
2/4π, nV = 2, 1 for V ≡ W , Z, respectively, and Nfc = 1 for leptons and 3
for quarks. In Eqs. (6.16)–(6.18), χfH,A are the model-dependent factors in Eq. (6.4), and
χWh,H = χ
Z
h,H are similar factors that multiply the couplings HWW and HZZ of the SM.
The explicit dependence of χWh,H on the angles θ and β is given by
χWh = cos θ cos β + sin θ sin β , χ
W
H = − sin θ cos β + cos θ sin β . (6.19)
In addition, one has χVA = 0 because of CP invariance. Thus, only fermions can contribute
to ℑmΠ̂AA(s). Other channels involving the HZA vertex may also give contributions to
the absorptive self-energies. However, for the kinematic range of our interest, MH ≃ MA,
relevant for resonant CP violation, these absorptive channels are considered to be phase-
space suppressed and hence have not been taken into account.
7 Resonant CP violation through HA mixing
In this section, we shall study CP-violating phenomena which are induced by resonant tran-
sitions of a CP-even Higgs particle, H , into a CP-odd Higgs scalar, A. The importance of
the resonant enhancement of CP violation through HA particle mixing has been addressed
in an earlier communication [16]. Here, we shall present further details of the calculation
and analyze possible low-energy constraints on HA mixing, such as bounds coming from
electric dipole moments (EDM’s) of neutron, electron and muon.
The most ideal place to look for resonant CP-violating HA transitions is at e+e−
and, most interestingly, at muon colliders [42]. In general, there are many observables
suggested at high-energy colliders [43,44,45,46,47,48] that may be formed to project out
different CP/T-noninvariant contributions. All the CP-violating observables, however, may
fall into two categories, depending on whether they are even or odd under naive CPT
transformations. For instance, typical CP-odd and CPT-even observables in a process,
such as pp¯ → tt¯X [43,44] or e+e− → tt¯X [34], are triple-product correlations of the type,
e.g., 〈~kp ·~kt×~kt¯〉 or 〈~ke ·~kt×~kt¯〉, based on the three-momenta of the initial beam particles
p or e and top quarks in the final state. In this class of observables, CP violation may
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occur already in the Born approximation [43,44,45]. The other category comprises CP-
and CPT-odd observables of the form, 〈~st~kt〉 or 〈~st¯~kt¯〉 [34,47,49], where ~st and ~kt are
respectively the spin and the three-momentum of the top-quark in the tt¯ centre of mass
(c.m.) system. These observables, being odd under naive CPT transformations, can only
combine with absorptive loops, which are also naively odd under CPT, to produce a real
and CPT-invariant contribution to the matrix element squared.
Our quantitative analysis of HA mixing phenomena will rely on CP-violating quan-
tities of the second class, mentioned above. For definiteness, assuming that having longi-
tudinally polarized muon beams will be feasible without much loss of luminosity, we shall
consider the CP asymmetry [50]
A(µ)CP =
σ(µ−Lµ
+
L → f f¯) − σ(µ−Rµ+R → f f¯)
σ(µ−Lµ
+
L → f f¯) + σ(µ−Rµ+R → f f¯)
. (7.1)
If one is able to tag on the final fermion pair f f¯ (e.g., τ+τ−, bb¯, or tt¯), A(µ)CP is then a genuine
observable of CP violation, as the helicity states µ−Lµ
+
L transform into µ
−
Rµ
+
R under CP in
the c.m. system. Similarly, at e+e− or pp¯ machines, one can define the CP asymmetry
A(e)CP =
σ(e−e+ → fLf¯LX) − σ(e−e+ → fRf¯RX)
σ(e−e+ → fLf¯LX) + σ(e−e+ → fRf¯RX) , (7.2)
and an analogous observableA(p)CP involving pp¯ beams. In Eq. (7.2), the chirality of fermions,
such as the top quark, may not be directly observed. However, the decay characteristics of a
left-handed top quark differ substantially from those of its right-handed component, giving
rise to distinct angular-momentum distributions and energy asymmetries of the produced
charged leptons and jets [47,48].
Since our main interest is in resonant HA or hA transitions, we shall assume for
simplicity that only one CP-even Higgs particle, H say, has a mass quite close to A, i.e.,
MH −MA ≪ MH ,MA, while the other CP-even Higgs, h, is much lighter than H , A, and
vice versa. As has been noted in Section 3, h will effectively decouple from the mixing
system, having negligible contributions to both cross section and CP asymmetry at c.m.
energies s ≈ MH ,MA. This is also the main reason accounting for the fact that CP
violation through HZ (G0H) mixing has been found to be small [16], as H only couples
to the longitudinal component of the Z boson, the massless would-be Goldstone G0. To
give an estimate, in the two-Higgs model with heavy Majorana neutrinos, we find that
A(µ)CP ≈ 2. 10−2 for MH = 500 GeV and m1,2,3 = 0.5, 1.5, 3 TeV, while the production
cross-section is σ ≃ 1 fb. It is therefore unlikely to observe HZ-mixing effects, even if one
assumes a high integrated luminosity of 50 fb−1, designed for e+e− and µ+µ− colliders.
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We shall now focus our attention on the resonant transition amplitudes TL(µ+Lµ−L →
H∗, A∗ → f f¯) and TR(µ+Rµ−R → H∗, A∗ → f f¯). Therefore, it will prove useful to further
decompose these amplitudes as follows:
TL = T HL (µ+Lµ−L → H∗H∗, A∗H∗ → f f¯) + T AL (µ+Lµ−L → A∗A∗, H∗A∗ → f f¯) ,
TR = T HR (µ+Rµ−R → H∗H∗, A∗H∗ → f f¯) + T AR (µ+Rµ−R → A∗A∗, H∗A∗ → f f¯) . (7.3)
In Eq. (7.3), the individual amplitudes T HL,R (T AL,R) are uniquely specified by the tree-level
coupling of the virtual Higgs particle H (A) to the fermions f in the final state. In this
way, we can evaluate the following CP-violating differences of the matrix elements squared:
∆T A = |T AL |2 − |T AR |2
= −4rdℑmΠ̂
HH(s)
Π̂AH(s)
|∆ˆAH(s)|2 |M(A∗ → µ−Lµ+L)|2 |M(A∗ → f f¯)|2 , (7.4)
∆T H = |T HL |2 − |T HR |2
= 4
ℑmΠ̂AA(s)
rd Π̂AH(s)
|∆ˆAH(s)|2 |M(H∗ → µ−Lµ+L)|2 |M(H∗ → f f¯)|2 , (7.5)
where rd = χ
d
H/χ
d
A and Π̂
AH(s) is assumed to be real (dispersive), for the two-Higgs doublet
models discussed in Section 6. In Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5), the tree-level squared amplitudes in-
volving the Hff¯ and Aff¯ couplings obey the relation: |M(H∗ → f f¯)|2 = xf (s) |M(A∗ →
f f¯)|2, where xf (s) = r2f (1 − 4m2f/s) with rf = χfH/χfA. Furthermore, the CP-conserving
squared amplitudes are given by
|T A|2 = |T AL |2 + |T AR |2 = 2
[
r2d +
(s−M2H)2 + (ℑmΠ̂HH(s))2
(Π̂AH(s))2
]
× |∆ˆAH(s)|2 |M(A∗ → µ−Lµ+L)|2 |M(A∗ → f f¯)|2 , (7.6)
|T H |2 = |T HL |2 + |T HR |2 = 2
[
r−2d +
(s−M2A)2 + (ℑmΠ̂AA(s))2
(Π̂AH(s))2
]
× |∆ˆAH(s)|2 |M(H∗ → µ−Lµ+L)|2 |M(H∗ → f f¯)|2 . (7.7)
Considering Eqs. (7.4)–(7.7), it is not difficult to calculate the CP asymmetry
A(µ)CP (s) =
∆T A + ∆T H
|T A|2 + |T H |2 (7.8)
=
2 rd Π̂
AH (xfℑmΠ̂AA − ℑmΠ̂HH)
xf r
2
d[(s−M2A)2 + (ℑmΠ̂AA)2] + xf (Π̂AH)2 + (s−M2H)2 + (ℑmΠ̂HH)2 + (rdΠ̂AH)2
.
The analytic result of A(µ)CP (s) in Eq. (7.8) simplifies to the qualitative estimate presented in
[16], if finite mass effects of the asymptotic states are neglected, the value rf ≈ 1 is taken,
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(i.e., xf ≈ 1), and (Π̂AH)2 terms are omitted in the CP-conserving part of the squared
amplitude. In the present analysis, we shall include the high-order (Π̂AH)2 terms and take
into account all those refinements inherent to the two-Higgs doublet model.
In order to reduce the large number of independent parameters that may vary inde-
pendently, we fix the angles β and θ to the values such that tan β = 2 and tan θ = 1. In
this scheme, the heaviest CP-even Higgs, H , has a significant coupling to fermions, i.e.,
χWH = χ
Z
H ≪ χuH , χuA, whereas (χWH )2 = (χZH)2 ≈ 0.1. For MA > 2MZ , such a scheme is
motivated by the MSSM and leads to nearly degenerate H and A scalars, i.e., MH ≈ MA
[51]. This mass relation also turns out to be very typical within SUSY unified models [52].
Nevertheless, we shall not consider here that MH is very strongly correlated with MA. In
the two-Higgs doublet model with heavy Majorana neutrinos, the three heavy neutrino
masses are also fixed to m1 = 0.5 TeV, m2 = 1 TeV and m3 = 1.5 TeV. In the two-Higgs
doublet model with broken D symmetry, the tree-level HA or hA mixings, ΠHA and ΠhA,
are considered to be small phenomenological parameters, compared to the squared masses
of all three Higgs particles, which is a result of constraints coming from the neutron EDM,
as we will briefly discuss at the end of this section. For the top quark mass, we usemt = 170
GeV close to its experimental mean value [53].
Assuming that tuning the collider c.m. energy to the mass of H or h is possible, i.e.,√
s =MH or Mh, we analyze the following two reactions:
(a) µ+Lµ
−
L → h∗, A∗ → bb¯ , with MA = 170 GeV ,
(b) µ+Lµ
−
L → H∗, A∗ → tt¯ , with MA = 400 GeV .
In Fig. 5(a), we display cross sections (solid lines) and CP asymmetries (dotted lines) as a
function of the c.m. energy,
√
s, for the two reactions (a) and (b) in the two-Higgs doublet
model with heavy Majorana neutrinos. In reaction (a), one can have a significant CP-
violating signal forMH ≫Mh and MA, ifMh = 170±8 GeV. As can also be seen from Fig.
5(a), we observe the resonant enhancement of A(µ)CP (M2h) when Mh ≈ MA. CP violation in
reaction (b) may be probed for a wider range of Higgs-boson masses, i.e., for MH = 380
GeV − 420 GeV. According to the discussion in Section 3, CP violation becomes maximal
when the necessary condition (3.8) for MH ≈ MA is met. Furthermore, CPT symmetry
prescribes the constraint for the resonant cross sections (cf. Eq. (4.5))
σ(µ+Lµ
−
L → H∗(h∗), A∗ → all) = σ(µ+Rµ−R → H∗(h∗), A∗ → all) , (7.9)
which may generally reduce the magnitude of CP violation and so influence the actual
dependence of ACP on the HA or hA mixing. However, our resummation approach takes
automatically account of such CPT constraints, as has been explicitly demonstrated in
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Section 4 (cf. Eq. (4.17)). In Fig. 5(b), we show how |ACP | varies as a function of the
parameter xA = Π
HA/ℑm(Π̂HH − Π̂AA) or ΠhA/ℑm(Π̂hh− Π̂AA), in the two-Higgs doublet
model with a D-symmetry breaking. We consider the kinematic region for resonantly
enhanced CP violation, i.e., MA = Mh (MH) for the reaction (a) (reaction (b)). We find
that CP-violating effects could become very large, if the parameter xA was tuned to the
value xA = 1 for the process (a) and xA = 3 for the process (b).
At the next linear e+e− colliders (NLC’s), Higgs bosons may copiously be produced
either via the Bjorken process for c.m. energies up to 0.5 TeV or through WW fusion at
higher energies [54]. The most convenient way is to study CP violation in the kinematic
range of the Higgs production and decay [34,55]. Therefore, we shall be interested in the
observable formed by differential cross sections
A(e)CP (sˆ) =
dσ(e−e+ → fLf¯LX)/dsˆ − dσ(e−e+ → fRf¯RX)/dsˆ
dσ(e−e+ → fLf¯LX)/dsˆ + dσ(e−e+ → fRf¯RX)/dsˆ , (7.10)
where sˆ is the invariant mass energy of the produced final fermions f . As final states, we
may take bottom or top quarks. Since A does not couple toWW or ZZ, the CP asymmetry
Aˆ(e)CP in Eq. (7.10) takes the simple form
A(e)CP (sˆ) = −
2rf Π̂
AH(sˆ)ℑmΠ̂AA(sˆ)
r2f [(sˆ−M2A)2 + (ℑmΠ̂AA(sˆ))2] + (Π̂AH(sˆ))2
. (7.11)
In Fig. 6(a), we display the dependence of A(e)CP as a function of sˆ. As expected, we find
a resonant enhancement of CP violation when MA ≈ Mh or MH . Since the destructive
term, ℑmΠ̂HH , is absent in Eq. (7.11), CP violation may become even larger, i.e., of order
unity for specific values of the parameter xA. Indeed, we see from Fig. 6(b) that A(e) ≈ 1,
if xA = 0.07 (3) for the reaction with longitudinally polarized b (t) quarks in the final
state. Estimates of the CP asymmetry based on totally integrated cross sections, A(e)CP in
Eq. (7.2), are presented in [34]. The authors [34] find that A(e)CP < 15% for Higgs masses
MH < 600 GeV and cross sections σ(e
−e+ → H∗(h∗), A∗ → tt¯ X) ≈ 10 − 100 fb for c.m.
energies of 1 – 2 TeV. Such CP-violating effects have high chances to be detected at future
NLC’s.
fL fR fL fL fR
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γ
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×
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Fig. 7: Diagrams contributing to the EDM of a fermion.
At the LHC, the respective CP asymmetry A(p)CP (sˆ) may be obtained from Eq. (7.11),
for Higgs particles that have a production mechanism similar to that at the NLC. If the
Higgs is produced via gluon fusion, one has to use the analytic expression of A(µ)CP (sˆ) and
replace rd with ru in Eq. (7.8). Unless CP violation is resonantly amplified, i.e., of order one,
the chances to detect CP-violating phenomena on the Higgs-resonance line after removing
the contributing background appear to be quite limited at the LHC. It is therefore worth
stressing that a large CP-violating signal at the Higgs-boson peak will certainly point
towards the existence of an almost degenerate HA mixing system.
fL
A
H
×
γ, Z
fR
fR
γ
Fig. 8: The two-loop Barr-Zee mechanism for generating EDM.
The presence of a HA operator may also contribute to other low-energy CP-violating
observables. CP-violating quantities sensitive to HA terms, for which there exist quite
strict experimental upper bounds, are the EDM’s of the neutron, electron and muon. From
the one-loop flavour diagrams shown in Fig. 7, it is straightforward to calculate
df/e ≈ −Qf αw
4π
mf
M2
m2f
M2W
ξHA
[
ln
(m2f
M2
)
+
3
2
]
, (7.12)
with M = (MH +MA)/2, Qf denoting the charge of fermion in units of |e| and
ξHA = χ
f
Aχ
f
H
Π̂HA(M2)
M2
. (7.13)
The most severe constraint comes from the EDM of the neutron, which has the experimental
upper bound (dn/e) < 1.1 10
−25 cm, at 95% of confidence level (CL) [53]. The contribution
of the one-loop graphs in Fig. 7 is much smaller. Taking the typical values of md = 10 MeV
and MW ≈ M ≈ 100 GeV, Eq. (7.12) predicts (dn/e) < 3. 10−30 ξHA cm, far beyond the
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experimental bound. Nevertheless, the two-loop Barr-Zee (BZ) mechanism [56] shown in
Fig. 8 may have a significant impact on the actual size of the EDM, thus leading to tighter
bounds on the HA mixing parameter ξHA. In general, the theoretical prediction for the
EDM is enhanced by the absence of chirality suppressed terms of order m2f/M
2
W , despite
the fact that the BZ mechanism occurs at the two-loop order. Thus, the net effect is to
increase the value of (dn/e) in Eq. (7.12) by a factor α(M
2
W/m
2
d) ≈ 106, where α = 1/137
is the fine-structure constant [56]. A recent analysis of constraints from the electron and
neutron EDM’s is presented in [57] for the two-Higgs doublet model with maximal CP
violation, where the Weinberg’s unitarity bound is almost saturated [58]. Even though the
prediction for the electron EDM is below the experimental limit, the neutron EDM gives
theoretical bounds that may be evaded if the mass difference, ∆M , between A and one
of the CP-even Higgs scalars H (or h) is sufficiently small. In this way, the authors of [57]
find
∆M
M
≈ Π̂
HA
M2
< 0.10, 0.13, 0.24 , (7.14)
for M = 200, 400, 600 GeV, respectively. Note that the constraints on ∆M/M , obtained
in [57] for the diagonal Higgs-mass basis, have been adapted to our off-diagonal HA basis,
to leading order in (M2H −M2A)/M2. The limits due to the neutron EDM in Eq. (7.14) are
automatically satisfied by our new-physics scenarios. Of course, for large tan β values, e.g.,
tan β > 3, the above limits on the mass difference between H and A will be much weaker. As
has been discussed above however, our resonant CP-violating phenomena through particle
mixing can still be very large as soon as the necessary conditions (3.8) and/or (3.10) are
fulfilled.
8 Fermionic case
We shall consider CP violation induced by the mixing of two fermions. Issues of fermionic
mixing renormalization are discussed in Ref. [25] and hence will not be repeated here. For
our illustrations, we shall assume the mixing of two Dirac particles, which have a small
mass difference compared to their masses. To be specific, one may think of scatterings
involving the mixing of a top quark with a new sequential up-type fermion, t′, as shown in
Fig. 9. Such resonant transitions were also discussed in [10]. Here, we follow a theoretically
more rigorous approach.
Assuming that box or non-resonant graphs are very small, we can write down the
matrix element for our prototype transition, dφ+ → t∗, t′∗ → sφ+, in the following compact
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form:
T ≈ T resds = V si
(
1
6p − H( 6p)
)
ij
V dj , (8.1)
where V di and V
s
i are production and decay vertices involving the quarks t, t
′ and the
charged scalar φ+. The propagator matrix [ 6p − H( 6p)]−1, which is defined in the sub-space
formed by t and t′, describes the resonant dynamics of the tt′-mixing system. Its explicit
form will be given in this section later on. The scalar field φ+ may represent either a
physical Higgs boson in new-physics scenarios or the would-be Goldstone boson of W+,
G+, which is a good approximation for the longitudinal W boson at high energies. Also,
the CP-conjugate process is given by
T CP ≈ T resds = V si
(
1
6p − H( 6p)
)
ij
V
d
j , (8.2)
where V
d,s
i and H( 6p) are the CP transforms of V d,si and H( 6p), respectively. These CP
transformations are very analogous to those given in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) for the scalar
case.
di
φ+
t, t
′
t, t
′
φ+
dj
(a)
φ+
di
φ+
dj
(b)
Fig. 9: Resonant CP-violating tt′ transitions.
It is now worth emphasizing that we consider CP violation that originates mainly from
the mixing of the intermediate up-type fermionic states t and t′. However, one should bear
in mind that the tree-level production and decay vertices V
d,s
i , e.g., Wuidj, contain extra
flavour rotations which result from diagonalizing the mass matrix of the up-quark family
by means of bi-unitary transformations. In the SM, these rotations are parameterized by
the well-known Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix in the flavour basis
where the down-quark mass matrix is diagonal [2]. Therefore, one must always think of
these CKM rotations as being part of the fermionic effective Hamiltonian H( 6 p). Besides
the afore-mentioned CKM rotations, the tree-level couplings φ+uidj depend on the up-
and/or down-family mass matrices, which can also introduce CP violation in the vertices.
Formally speaking, such a CP violation is of ε′ type and may therefore be competitive with
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our ε-type effects. Since it may be difficult to disentangle the ε-type mass parameters from
the ε′-type couplings, we shall include both contributions in the Born approximation and
ignore possible high order ε′-type effects in V
d,s
i , as they are expected to be quite small
near the resonant region.
Within the context of our resummation approach, the propagator matrix for two
fermions, Ŝij( 6p), results from summing up PT self-energies, Σ̂ij( 6p), i.e.,
[6p−H( 6p)]−1 ≡ Ŝij( 6p) = δijS0i ( 6p) − S0i ( 6p)Σ̂ij( 6p)S0j ( 6p) + . . .
= [S0−1( 6p) + Σ̂( 6p)]−1 =
 6p−mt + Σ̂tt( 6p) Σ̂tt′( 6p)
Σ̂t′t( 6p) 6p−mt′ + Σ̂t′t′( 6p)
−1 , (8.3)
where
S0i ( 6p) =
1
6p−mi + iε , i = t, t
′
Σ̂ij( 6p) = 6pPLΣLij(s) + 6pPR ΣRij(s) + PLΣDij (s) + PR Σ˜Dij (s) , (8.4)
with s = p2. In Eq. (8.4), PL(R) = [1− (+)γ5]/2 is the chirality projection operator, while
the symbol hat on the individual components of Σ̂ij( 6 p) has been dropped for simplicity.
Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that the self-energies are OS renormalized within the
PT framework [8].
Decomposing the different self-energy components into dispersive and absorptive
parts,
ΣLij(s) = Σ
L,disp
ij (s) + iΣ
L,abs
ij (s) , Σ
R
ij(s) = Σ
R,disp
ij (s) + iΣ
R,abs
ij (s) ,
ΣDij (s) = Σ
D,disp
ij (s) + iΣ
D,abs
ij (s) , Σ˜
D
ij (s) = Σ
D∗,disp
ji (s) + iΣ
D∗,abs
ji (s) , (8.5)
one derives from the Hermiticity property of the Lagrangian
ΣL,dispij (s) = Σ
L∗,disp
ji (s) , Σ
L,abs
ij (s) = Σ
L∗,abs
ji (s) . (8.6)
Similar equalities also hold for ΣR,dispij (s) and Σ
R,abs
ij (s). At one loop, only the dispersive
parts of the self-energies can participate in the renormalization, since the bare as well as
counter-term (CT) Lagrangian is Hermitian [25], whereas the absorptive self-energy parts,
iΣ̂absij ( 6p), are anti-Hermitian.
Another important point pertains to the issue of gauge invariance of resonant pro-
cesses involving heavy fermions, e.g., the heavy t and t′ quarks, after resummation has been
completed. Apart from the gauge-fixing parameter independence within the PT, one has
to worry about preserving additional gauge symmetries, when a gauge boson, such as the
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W or Z bosons, couples to the fermionic line. In the conventional formalism, these gauge
symmetries may get distorted by high-order quantum effects, after resummation has been
carried out. In the PT, these extra gauge symmetries are reassured by the following PT
WI’s:∗
pµΓ̂W
+ud
µ (p, pu, pd) + MW Γ̂
G+ud(p, pu, pd) = − ig√
2
Vud
[
Σ̂uu( 6pu)PL − PRΣ̂dd( 6pd)
]
, (8.7)
pµΓ̂W
−du
µ (p, pd, pu) − MW Γ̂G
−du(p, pd, pu) = − ig√
2
V ∗ud
[
Σ̂dd( 6pd)PL − PRΣ̂uu( 6pu)
]
, (8.8)
pµΓ̂Zf¯fµ (p, pf¯ , pf) − iMZ Γ̂G
0f¯f (p, pf¯ , pf) =
ig
2 cos θw
[
Σ̂ff ( 6pf¯ )(T fz PL − 2Qf sin2 θw) − (T fz PR − 2Qf sin2 θw)Σ̂ff ( 6pf)
]
, (8.9)
where Vud is the CKM matrix, θw is the weak mixing angle, Qf is the fractional charge
of quarks (i.e., Qu = 2/3, Qd = −1/3) and T fz is the z-component of the weak isospin of
the fermion f , defined after Eq. (6.4). In Eqs. (8.7)–(8.9), the momentum pµ of the gauge
bosons flows into the vertex, while the four-momenta of the fermions point to the same
direction with the fermion-number arrow. The PT WI’s (8.7) and (8.8) may be of interest
here, since the PT WI in Eq. (8.9) is only crucial when heavy fermions are produced via
s-channel Z-boson interactions. It is obvious that possible absorptive parts in the vertices,
e.g., Wtb and Wt′b, will now communicate with the respective absorptive parts of the self-
energies by means of the PT WI’s (8.7) and (8.8). Nevertheless, we can simplify things if
we are only interested in heavy fermion mass effects and so approximate the W± boson
with the would-be Goldstone boson G±, as is dictated by the equivalence theorem [59]. In
this high-energy approximation, it is then easy to convince oneself that there are no virtual
G± corrections to the one-loop couplings Γ̂G
+td and Γ̂G
+t′d for md = 0, because of charge
conservation on the fermionic vertices in the loop. Clearly, this shows that the absorptive
parts of the vertices are sub-dominant in powers of gmt/MW or gmt′/MW . Therefore, we
think that considering the afore-mentioned limit of the equivalence theorem will not change
our theoretical predictions significantly.
Even though the fermionic case may be more involved than that of the scalar mixing
due to the spinorial structure of fermions, the main conceptual issues regarding particle
mixing remain the same. Inverting the matrix, Ŝ−1ij ( 6 p) in Eq. (8.3), we arrive at the
resummed fermionic propagators
Ŝtt( 6p) =
[
6p − mt + Σ̂tt( 6p) − Σ̂tt′( 6p) 16p−mt′ + Σ̂t′t′( 6p)
Σ̂t′t( 6p)
]−1
, (8.10)
∗ Similar WI’s have been derived in [7] in a semi-phenomenological manner, by studying the structure
of the gauge cancellations for different Breit-Wigner propagators. The PT WI’s in Eqs. (8.7)–(8.9) coincide
with those obtained by the background field method in [40].
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Ŝt′t′( 6p) =
[
6p − mt′ + Σ̂t′t′( 6p) − Σ̂t′t( 6p) 16p−mt + Σ̂tt( 6p)
Σ̂tt′( 6p)
]−1
, (8.11)
Ŝtt′( 6p) = − Ŝtt( 6p) Σ̂tt′( 6p)
[
6p − mt′ + Σ̂t′t′( 6p)
]−1
= −
[
6p − mt + Σ̂tt( 6p)
]−1
Σ̂tt′( 6p) Ŝt′t′( 6p) , (8.12)
Ŝt′t( 6p) = − Ŝt′t′( 6p) Σ̂t′t( 6p)
[
6p − mt + Σ̂tt( 6p)
]−1
= −
[
6p − mt′ + Σ̂t′t′( 6p)
]−1
Σ̂t′t( 6p) Ŝtt( 6p) . (8.13)
As has been mentioned above, it may be difficult to find a rotational invariant weak
basis that quantifies the magnitude of CP violation coming entirely from tt′ mixing, com-
pared to the case of two neutral scalars. One possibility could therefore be to factor out
mass-matrix and CKM-type mixing elements from the vertices V di and V
s
i , and re-absorb
them into the definition of effective Hamiltonian. Another way, and perhaps the most con-
sistent one, is to consider the complete production and decay amplitudes at the tree level,
since ε- and tree-level ε′-type effects may not be easily separated in most natural exten-
sions of the SM. Following the latter, we may define the flavour-dependent CP-violating
parameter
δds =
∣∣∣∣∣T resdsT resds
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣V
0
is [6p − H( 6p)]−1ij V 0∗jd
V 0∗is [6p − H( 6p)]−1ij V 0jd
∣∣∣∣∣ , (8.14)
where H( 6p) = HT ( 6p), and V 0id and V 0is are the respective couplings φ+dj and φ+sj (j = t, t′)
in the Born approximation. Clearly, instead of d and s quarks, one could consider another
pair of down-type quarks as asymptotic states, e.g. s and b or b and b′. Because of fermion-
number conservation, the production, mixing, and decay phenomena in the up-quark family
will unavoidably become manifest in the down-quark sector.
It may be worth mentioning that the diagonal elements of the flavour-matrix δ satisfy
the requirement
δdidi = 1 (8.15)
as a result of CPT invariance. Thus, we expect effects of CP violation through mixing only
from off-diagonal transitions. If an observable is sensitive to the handedness or the helicity
of the asymptotic quarks, one is then able to define CP-violating mixing parameters, such as
δdiLdiR , which may generally deviate from unity and consistently respect CPT invariance.
Furthermore, necessary conditions for resonant CP violation may be derived from Eq.
(8.14). We will see a specific example in the next section.
Finally, we briefly comment on the case of transitions that involve heavy Majorana
fermions as intermediate states. In particular, a heavy Majorana neutrino can decay into a
charged lepton, l, as well as into an anti-lepton lC with the emission of a charged Higgs. Such
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scenarios have received much attention, since they can account for the baryon asymmetry
in the universe [60]. Within our formulation of CP violation, it is evident that one could
still have
δllC = δ
−1
lC l 6= 1 , (8.16)
in agreement with CPT invariance. Detailed study of the latter may be given elsewhere.
9 Resonant CP violation via a tt′ mixing
New-physics scenarios that give rise to a CP-asymmetric tt′ mixing should extend the
fermionic sector of the SM in a non-trivial manner. For instance, adding one sequential
weak isodoublet, (t′, b′)L, and two right-handed weak iso-singlets, t
′
R and b
′
R, appears to be
the most straightforward way to accomplish that purpose. In Ref. [10], we have analyzed
CP-violating effects originating from tt′ transitions in four-generation extensions with one,
two and three Higgs doublets. Unlike [10], we shall study the phenomenological implications
of a strong tt′ mixing related to the kinematic range mt ≈ mt′ for the LHC. Since direct
experimental searches at Tevatron find that b′ should be quite heavy, mb′ > 85 GeV [53],
absorptive phases related with the opening of intermediate decay modes, such as t→W+b′
or t′ → W+b′, are therefore suppressed. The CP asymmetries strongly depend on these
b′-dependent absorptive phases, thus rendering CP violation difficult to detect in these
models. In order to demonstrate that resonant CP violation via fermionic mixing can still
take place in the top quark sector, we shall consider a simple CP-violating new-physics
model, in which a mirror iso-doublet is added to the field content of the SM, apart from
the sequential doublet mentioned above.
The model of our interest extends the third family of quarks of the SM in the following
way:
U1L =
 t1
b1

L
, U2L =
 t2
b2

L
, UC2L =
 bC2
tC2

L
, t1R , b1R , (9.1)
with hypercharge assignments Y (U1L) = Y (U2L) = 1/3, Y (U
C
2L) = −1/3, Y (t1R) = 4/3,
Y (b1R) = −2/3 and weak isospins T (U1L) = T (U2L) = T (UC2L) = 1/2, T (t1R) = T (b1R) = 0.
Since the only difference relative to the SM is the addition of two weak iso-doublets with
opposite hypercharges, the above scenario is anomaly free as well; one does not need to
include extra charged lepton fields. Such new-physics extensions may even be motivated
by E6 unified models [61,62]. After SSB, the Yukawa sector of the model reads
− LmassY = 〈Φ0〉 [f t1 t¯1Lt1R + f t2 t¯2Lt1R] + 〈Φ0〉 [f b1 b¯1Lb1R + f b2 b¯2Lb1R]
+M1(U
C
2L)
T iτ2C
−1U1L + M2(U
C
2L)
T iτ2C
−1U2L + H.c. , (9.2)
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with iτ2 representing the Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor εij and 〈Φ0〉 = 〈Φ0〉 being the
VEV of the SM Higgs doublet. If we denote with mt1,2 = f
t
1,2〈Φ0〉 and mb1,2 = f b1,2〈Φ0〉, the
t1t2- and b1b2-mass matrices are respectively given by
M t =
 mt1 M∗1
mt2 M
∗
2
 , M b =
 mb1 −M∗1
mb2 −M∗2
 . (9.3)
The physical states for the b-quark sector, b, b′, and the t-quark system, t, t′, are obtained
through the bi-unitary transformations
U b†L M
bU bR = M̂
b , U t†LM
tU tR = M̂
t , (9.4)
with  b1
b2

L,R
= U bL,R
 b
b′

L,R
,
 t1
t2

L,R
= U tL,R
 t
t′

L,R
, (9.5)
where U bL,R and U
t
L,R are two-dimensional unitary matrices.
We are now in a position to write down the Lagrangian, LW , for the charged current
interactions in this sequential mirror fermion model. The Lagrangian LW is given by
LW = − g√
2
W+µ
(
t¯1Lγµb1L + t¯2Lγµb2L + b¯
C
2Lγµt
C
2L
)
+ H.c.
= − g√
2
W+µ
(
t¯, t¯′
) (
V Lij γµPL + V
R
ij γµPR
) b
b′
 + H.c. , (9.6)
with the mixing matrices
V Lij = (U
t†
L U
b
L)ij , V
R
ij = − (U tR)∗2i(U bR)2j . (9.7)
In the last equality of Eq. (9.6), we have used the property b¯C2Lγµt
C
2L = −t¯2Rγµb2R. From
Eq. (9.7), we see that V L is a unitary matrix but V R is not. These mixing matrices can
mediate CP violation. In general, there are many rephasing-invariant CP-odd quantities
in this model, which can be formed as follows:
ℑm(V Ltb V R∗tb ) , ℑm(V Ltb V L∗t′b V R∗tb V Rt′b) , ℑm(V Ltb′V L∗t′b′V R∗tb′ V Rt′b′) , etc. (9.8)
Note that this scenario is different from a usual two-generation mixing model in the SM, in
which judicious phase rotations of the left- and right-handed chiral fermions can be used to
eliminate all trivial CP-odd phases, thus giving rise to a real mixing matrix. For instance,
phase re-definitions of the left-handed weak states, t1L, b1L, t2L and b2L, will depend on
those of the right-handed states, bC2L and t
C
2L. The reason is that such field re-phasings will
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simultaneously affect the gauge interactions of the W boson with the heavy quarks in Eq.
(9.6) and the positivity of the diagonal mass matrices M̂ b and M̂ t.
To avoid the tight phenomenological limits, we have implicitly assumed that the
heavy quarks t1, t2, b1 and b2 couple feebly to the two lighter families, i.e., to u, d, s, c
quarks. The most significant constraint arises from the ZbRb¯R coupling, which may affect
the longitudinal polarization asymmetry of the produced b quarks measured at the CERN
Large e+e− Collider (LEP1) [63]. The present experimental sensitivity can only give the
upper bound |(U bR)21|2 < 0.10, which is not very restrictive. In fact, mirror fermion models
may be appealing scenarios, since they can produce a positive shift to the observable
Rb = Γ(Z → bb¯)/Γ(Z → hadrons) in agreement with experiments at the LEP1 [64].
t b, b′ t′
W+
(a)
t b, b′ t′
G+
(b)
Fig. 10: tt′ transitions in models with sequential doublets.
In models with additional sequential doublets, one can generally induce a tt′ transition
amplitude as shown in Fig. 10. It is therefore useful to know the absorptive parts of all tt,
tt′ and t′t′ quark self-energies within the PT. The best way to evaluate the PT self-energies
is to choose a gauge, in which there are no pinching kµkν momenta coming from the virtual
W propagator [9,65]. Consequently, we shall adopt the Feynman-’t Hooft gauge, i.e., ξ = 1
in Rξ gauges. To avoid large effects in the electroweak oblique parameters, we assume the
mass pattern mb′ ≈ mt ≈ mt′ , which leads to vanishing b′-absorptive contributions. Taking
the above assumptions into account, the analytic results of the quark self-energies may be
cast into the form
Σ̂absij ( 6p)
∣∣∣
(a)
=
αw
8
(
1− M
2
W
p2
)2
(V Lib V
L∗
jb 6pPL + V Rib V R∗jb 6pPR) , (9.9)
Σ̂absij ( 6p)
∣∣∣
(b)
=
αw
16
mimj
M2W
(
1− M
2
W
p2
)2
(V Lib V
L∗
jb 6pPR + V Rib V R∗jb 6pPL) , (9.10)
where the indices i, j run over t, t′. As can be seen from Eqs. (9.9) and (9.10), the self-
energy graph in Fig. 10(a) has different chirality structure from that shown in Fig. 10(b).
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The main reason is that the longitudinal and transverse degrees of a gauge boson give rise
to different chirality flips. To be precise, the longitudinal W boson behaves as a scalar
current which will change a left-handed chiral fermion into a right-handed one and vice
versa, whereas the transverse component of the W boson will not. In the SM with an
effective two-generation mixing, the respective analytic results may be easily recovered by
dropping all those terms that are proportional to V Rij in Eqs. (9.9) and (9.10).
To make our points on resonant CP violation more explicit, we shall consider the
simple 2→ 2 scattering process φ+s→ φ+b, which involves tt′ mixing as displayed in Fig.
9. Since the dominant contribution to such a process will originate from longitudinal W
bosons, we will approximate the W+ boson with its unphysical would-be Goldstone boson,
denoted here as φ+. In two-Higgs doublet models or supersymmetrized versions of this
model, φ+ could also be a physical charged Higgs boson. For our illustrations, we shall
also assume that only the top quark couples to the s quark, i.e., V Lt′s = V
R
t′s = 0, and the
c.m. energy is somehow tuned to mt. Employing the relations (8.12) and (8.13) between
the resummed propagators Ŝtt( 6 p) and Ŝt′t( 6 p), Ŝtt′( 6 p), we may conveniently factorize the
matrix elements of our resonant process and its CP-conjugate counterpart as follows:
T ressb (φ+s→ φ+b) ≈
1
imtΓt
T 0(φ+s→ t) T (t→ φ+b) ,
T ressb (φ+s→ φ+b) ≈
1
imtΓt
T 0(φ−s¯→ t¯) T (t¯→ φ−b¯) , (9.11)
where T 0 denotes the tree-level amplitude. In Eq. (9.11), Γt takes account of width effects
near the top-quark production. Even though one can always work with the exact propagator
expressions, the above factorization of the resonant amplitudes will not significantly affect
our quantitative discussion as far as the phenomenon of CP violation is concerned. To
make this obvious, we define the CP asymmetry
aCP =
|T ressb |2 − |T ressb |2
|T ressb |2 + |T ressb |2
=
δ2sb − 1
1 + δ2sb
≈ |T (t→ φ
+b)|2 − |T (t¯→ φ−b¯)|2
|T (t→ φ+b)|2 + |T (t¯→ φ−b¯)|2 . (9.12)
As may be seen from Eq. (9.12), the main advantage of the above simplifications is that
the CP asymmetry aCP reduces to calculating CP violation in the partial decay rate of the
top quark into the charged scalar φ+ and the b quark. Up to overall coupling constants,
the matrix element for t→ φ+b may then be given by
T (t→ φ+b) ∼ mt
MW
u¯b
(
V L∗tb PR + V
R∗
tb PL
)
ut − i mt
′
MW
u¯b
(
V L∗t′b PR + V
R∗
t′b PL
)
×
[
6p−mt′ + iΣ̂abst′t′ ( 6p)
]−1
Σ̂abst′t ( 6p) ut . (9.13)
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Similarly, the CP-conjugate decay matrix element may be written down
T (t¯→ φ−b¯) ∼ mt
MW
v¯t
(
V LtbPL + V
R
tb PR
)
vb − i mt
′
MW
v¯tΣ̂
abs
t′t (− 6p)
×
[
− 6p−mt′ + iΣ̂abst′t′ (− 6p)
]−1 (
V Lt′bPL + V
R
t′bPR
)
vb
=
mt
MW
u¯b
(
V LtbPL + V
R
tb PR
)
ut − i mt
′
MW
u¯b
(
V Lt′bPL + V
R
t′bPR
)
×
[
6p−mt′ + iΣ̂abs,Ct′t′ ( 6p)
]−1
Σ̂abs,Ctt′ ( 6p) ut . (9.14)
In the derivation of the last step of Eq. (9.14), we have used the known identities: u(p, s) =
Cv¯T (p, s) and CγµC
−1 = −γTµ . If we now define the absorptive j → i self-energies (i, j =
t, t′) as
Σ̂absij ( 6p) = ALij 6pPR + ARij 6pPL , (9.15)
with ALij = V
L
ib V
L∗
jb Aij, A
R
ij = V
R
ib V
R∗
jb Aij and
Aij =
αw
16
mimj
M2W
(
1− M
2
W
p2
)2
, (9.16)
then the absorptive part of the charge-transform transition, j¯ → i¯, is given by
Σ̂abs,Cij ( 6p) = ALij 6pPL + ARij 6pPR . (9.17)
Comparing Eq. (9.13) with Eq. (9.14), it is easy to observe that, under a CP transformation,
the mixing matrices V L, V R and the chirality projector PL are mapped into the mixing
matrices V L∗, V R∗ and PR, respectively, while all the absorptive phases remain unchanged.
By virtue of the Dirac equation of motion, the matrix element T (t → φ+b) simplifies to
the expression
T (t→ φ+b) = TL(t→ φ+b) + TR(t→ φ+b) , (9.18)
where
TL(t→ φ+b) ∼ u¯bPLut
×
[
V R∗tb
mt
MW
− iV R∗t′b
mt′
MW
m2t (1 + iA
R
t′t′)A
R
t′t +mtmt′A
L
t′t
m2t (1 + iA
L
t′t′)(1 + iA
R
t′t′)−m2t′
]
(9.19)
and
TR(t→ φ+b) ∼ u¯bPRut
×
[
V L∗tb
mt
MW
− iV L∗t′b
mt′
MW
m2t (1 + iA
L
t′t′)A
L
t′t +mtmt′A
R
t′t
m2t (1 + iA
L
t′t′)(1 + iA
R
t′t′)−m2t′
]
. (9.20)
Neglecting small mb-dependent terms, one can now verify that the CP-violating contribu-
tions of |TL|2 and |TR|2 to aCP defined in Eq. (9.12) cancel in the sum. The underlying
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reason responsible for such a cancellation is the invariance of the process under CPT trans-
formations. Evidently, if there was an extra charged Higgs, such as φ+, which preferred to
couple to right-handed b quarks and/or left-handed top quarks only, then aCP would not
vanish.
Motivated by the recent studies of probing CP violation in the production of polarized
top decays at the LHC [47,48], we shall focus our attention on the decay tL → φ+b and
the CP-conjugate decay t¯R → φ−b¯. In our prototype scattering φ+s → φ+b, this would
amount to assuming that the s quark couples to the left-handed top quark only. The matrix
element for the decay tL → φ+b may be obtained from TL(t→ φ+b) in Eq. (9.19). In this
way, we find for the CP asymmetry ApolCP ,
ApolCP =
Γ(tL → φ+b)− Γ(t¯R → φ−b¯)
Γ(tL → φ+b) + Γ(t¯R → φ−b¯) . (9.21)
By analogy, one could define the CP asymmetry A
pol
CP based on the decays tR → φ+b and
the CP transforms, t¯L → φ−b¯. Since our primary interest lies in the region for resonant
CP-violating tt′ transitions, we may simplify calculation by making the approximations
∆m2t = m
2
t − m2t′ ≪ m2t , m2t′ . Defining the ratio rt = ∆m2t/m2t and neglecting terms of
order A2ij where possible, we derive the simple expression for the CP asymmetry
ApolCP ≈ −
2ℑm(V Ltb V L∗t′b V R∗tb V Rt′b)
|V Rtb |2
rtAtt
r2t + (|V Rt′b|2 + |V Lt′b|2)2A2tt
. (9.22)
The analytic form for A
pol
CP may also be obtained from Eq. (9.22), if one replaces |V Rtb |2 with
|V Ltb |2 and changes the overall sign. In Fig. 11, we have plotted the dependence of ApolCP
as a function of rt for different values of the mixing matrix combination |V Rt′b|2 + |V Lt′b|2.
The CP asymmetry A
pol
CP is given in units of ℑm(V Ltb V L∗t′b V R∗tb V Rt′b)/|V Rtb |2, which is generally
smaller than 0.5. As can be seen from Fig. 11, we recover the known feature of resonant
CP violation through particle mixing, namely, CP violation may become maximal for small
values of the parameter rt, i.e., 10
−4 < rt < 10
−1.
This mixing mechanism, through which CP violation is resonantly amplified, may
take place in scatterings where top quarks are produced either singly or in pairs via gluon
fusion processes. In fact, one expects to be able to analyze about 106 − 107 top decays
at the LHC for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. Obviously, various techniques in
analyzing top quark polarization have been suggested in the literature [46,47,48], which
may help to study resonant CP-violating effects at high-energy colliders. As has been
shown in this section, CP violation may be of order one due to tt′ resonant transitions,
especially when the mass difference mt −mt′ lies in the vicinity of the widths of the t and
t′ quarks. This gives a unique chance to probe such effects in future experiments and so
unravel the underlying CP nature of the top-quark sector.
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10 Conclusions
The CP-violating dynamics known from the K0K¯0 system has been extended to processes
that can take place at high-energy colliders. At low energies, one may carry out measure-
ments based on the time evolution of the unstable kaons, whereas, at high energies, one is
compelled to consider reactions that can only be described by scattering amplitudes. This
constitutes a non-trivial generalization of the K0K¯0 dynamics. In transition amplitudes,
the roˆle of time assumes its Fourier-conjugate variable, the energy. At high energies, it is
therefore crucial to study the dependence of CP violation as a function of invariant mass
energies and/or momenta of the asymptotic final states, such as charged leptons and jets.
As has been analyzed in Sections 2 and 8, CP-violating phenomena can be signifi-
cantly enhanced through the mixing of two resonant particles that behave differently under
CP and whose mass difference is comparable to their widths. In particular, the underlying
mechanism for large CP violation induced by resonant bosonic as well as fermionic tran-
sitions has been clarified and studied carefully on a more rigorous field-theoretic basis. In
this context, we have considered a resummation approach, which is implemented by the
PT [8] and hence preserves the gauge symmetries of the theory.
Models that may give rise to non-negligible bosonic HA and/or fermionic tt′ mixings
are discussed in Sections 6 and 9. In Sections 7 and 9, we have further analyzed the
phenomenological implications of our mechanism for large CP-violating phenomena in the
production, mixing and decay of a top quark or a Higgs particle at planned high-energy
machines, such as the LHC, NLC and/or muon collider. Since high order ε′-type effects
are generally suppressed near the resonant region, possible large CP-violating phenomena
can naturally be accounted for by the mixing mechanism presented in this paper.
Our analysis given in Section 3 has shown that the CP-violating phenomenon becomes
maximal, i.e., it could be of order one, when the two non-free particles are degenerate
but possess an anomalous non-vanishing mixing. To the best of our knowledge, this is a
novel aspect, which has not been addressed properly in the literature before. Moreover,
we have paid special attention to possible constraints imposed by CPT invariance on the
actual magnitude of CP violation in Section 4. On the other hand, approaches based
on diagonalizing the effective Hamiltonian by means of a similarity transformation are
inadequate to deal with an anomalously degenerate mixing system. For instance, in a
K0K¯0-like basis, such an anomalously degenerate mixing system is manifested by a non-
diagonalizable effective Hamiltonian of the Jordan form. As has been demonstrated in
Section 5, the transformation matrix X becomes singular in such a case. However, our
formalism does not display this kind of singularity, since it makes use of the well-defined
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properties of the transition amplitudes, for which such similarity transformations are not
needed. Therefore, it may be fair to say that our field-theoretic approach unifies features
of the effective Hamiltonian [3] and/or the propagator formalism by Sachs [5] with those
pertaining to the density matrix [31]. The significance of this resonantly amplified CP-
violating mechanism for other anomalously degenerate physical systems appears to be an
open challenge for further investigations.
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A Mixing renormalization in scalar theories
If the HA mixing occurs at the tree-level, one may then have to worry about the appear-
ance of UV infinities that arise generally at higher loops [6,24]. Facing this problem is
unavoidable, since one-loop absorptive corrections must be considered in the calculation,
otherwise our CP asymmetries (see, e.g., Eq. (4.17)) will vanish identically. Therefore,
renormalization of the UV divergences in the presence of a HA mixing requires particular
care. Here, we shall extend the mixing renormalization programme, presented in [25] for
fermions, to the mixing of scalar particles.
Let us consider the kinetic part of the bare Lagrangian governing the mixing of N
real scalars S ′0i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N):
L0kin =
1
2
(∂µS
′0T )(∂µS ′0) − 1
2
S ′0T (M ′0)2S ′0 . (A.1)
Here and in the following, we use the convention to denote quantities that are expressed
in the flavour basis by a prime, e.g., S ′i, M
′
ij, while we attach the superscript ‘0’ for all
unrenormalized quantities. In general, the mass matrix M ′0 in Eq. (A.1) is a N × N
dimensional real, positive semi-definite and symmetric matrix. This matrix can then be
diagonalized by performing an orthogonal rotation, O0, of the weak fields S ′0i , i.e.,
(M0)2 = O0(M ′0)2O0T , S0 = O0S ′0 , (A.2)
where the absence of a prime on the fields and the kinematic parameters indicates that these
quantities are written in the mass basis. As a result, the bare mass matrix M0 is a non-
negative diagonal matrix of N ×N dimensions. Following [25], we introduce counter-terms
(CT’s) and express the bare quantities in terms of the renormalized ones:
O0 = O + δO , (A.3)
(M ′0)2 = M ′2 + δM ′2 , (A.4)
(M0)2 = M2 + δM2 , (A.5)
S ′0 = Z ′1/2S ′ = (1 +
1
2
δZ ′)S ′ , (A.6)
S0 = Z1/2S = (1 +
1
2
δZ)S , (A.7)
where δM ′2 (δM2) and Z ′1/2 (Z1/2) are the mass and wave-function renormalization con-
stants in the flavour (mass) basis. Note that a novel CT for the orthogonal matrix O, δO,
is induced by this procedure. If we impose that unitarity, precisely speaking orthogonality,
of the theory should hold order by order in perturbation theory for the bare as well as
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renormalized orthogonal matrix O, i.e., OOT = O0O0T = 1, it is then easy to find that the
matrix OδOT is anti-orthogonal, viz.
OδOT = −δOOT . (A.8)
Taking Eqs. (A.3)–(A.7) into account, the one-loop CT Lagrangian reads:
δLkin = 1
4
[
(∂µS
T )(δZ + δZT )(∂µS) − ST (2δM2 +M2δZ + δZTM2)S
]
. (A.9)
Since both the bare and CT Lagrangians are Hermitian, it is evident that only the dispersive
parts of the two-point correlation functions should enter the renormalization.
We can now proceed renormalizing the one-loop transitions, Sj → Si. In general, these
transitions are described by the unrenormalized self-energy functions Πij(p
2). Considering
the CT Lagrangian in Eq. (A.9), the renormalized self-energies Π̂ij(p
2) may be written
down
Π̂ij(p
2) = Πij(p
2) +
p2
2
(δZij + δZji)− δijδM2ij −
1
2
(M2i δZij + δZjiM
2
j ) . (A.10)
Note that Πij(p
2) = Πji(p
2), which also implies that Π̂ij(p
2) = Π̂ji(p
2). In addition, the
renormalized self-energies satisfy the following OS renormalization conditions:
ℜeΠ̂ij(M2j ) = ℜeΠ̂ji(M2i ) = 0 , (A.11)
lim
p2→M2
i
1
p2 −M2i
ℜeΠ̂ii(p2) = 0 . (A.12)
We could also choose another renormalization scheme, in which the self-energies are renor-
malized by requiring that the complex pole positions of the matrix elements are not shifted.
Even though such a scheme is shown to be gauge independent [66] in the weak mixing limit,
it is, however, more involved than OS renormalization, if the mixing becomes strong. In
Appendix B, we will show that the difference between OS and pole-mass renormalization is
of higher order in the absence of particle mixing; they differ at two loops. In the presence of
a large mixing, OS renormalization constitutes a more natural scheme, since the respective
eigenvectors of the OS-renormalized masses form an orthogonal (in general unitary) Hilbert
space, whereas the eigenvectors of the pole masses do not. Furthermore, we calculate all the
one-loop OS renormalized self-energies within the PT framework, so as to avoid problems
arising from possible violations of gauge symmetries when resummation is considered.
From the OS conditions in Eqs. (A.11) and (A.12), we can now calculate the mass
and wave-function CT’s in terms of bare self-energies:
δM2i = ℜeΠii(M2i ) , (A.13)
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δZii = −ℜeΠ′ii(M2i ) , (A.14)
δZij =
2ℜeΠij(M2j )
M2i −M2j
. (A.15)
In Eq. (A.14), the prime on the self-energy denotes differentiation with respect to p2 at
the position p2 = M2i . The remaining CT, δO, is indispensable when one considers the
renormalization of vertex interactions. For example, let us assume that the scalars S ′0i
couple to the fermion field f 0, e.g.,
L0int = g0S ′0i f¯ 0 f 0 , (A.16)
where g0 is the bare coupling constant. As we will see in a moment, our derivation of mixing
renormalization will not depend upon other model details, e.g., if additional fermions with
scalar and/or pseudo-scalar couplings are present in the interaction Lagrangian (A.16).
Expressing Lkin in terms of mass-eigenfields and renormalized quantities, we obtain the
CT Lagrangian for Lint,
δLint = gδOjiSj f¯ f + gOki
(1
2
δZkj + δkj
δg
g
+ δkjδZf
)
Sj f¯f . (A.17)
Since the mixing renormalization should not depend on the coupling constant CT, δg, and
the fermion wave-function renormalization, δZf , one is then left with the fact that δO must
only depend on Oij and δZij. Employing Eq. (A.8), we can rewrite δLint in matrix notation
as follows:
δLint = g OT
(
− δOOT + 1
2
δZ
)
Sf¯f + . . . , (A.18)
where the ellipses denote the other terms omitted in Eq. (A.18). One can now take advan-
tage of the fact that the matrix δOOT is an anti-orthogonal matrix and so re-express the
latter in terms of the wave-function CT’s as
δOij =
1
4
(δZil − δZli)Olj . (A.19)
In this way, the anti-symmetric parts of δZij are completely absorbed by the CT’s (δOO
T )ij
in Eq. (A.18), whereas the remaining symmetric CT’s, (δZij+δZji)/4, are necessary for the
renormalization of the one-loop irreducible Sif¯ f couplings. As has already been pointed
out in [25] for the case of fermionic mixing which is here true as well, Eq. (A.19) is unique
up to finite anti-orthogonal terms, κij, which quantify possible deviations of different mix-
ing renormalization schemes. Nevertheless, the scheme used here is characterized by its
simplicity and may hence be considered as quite natural. We will not pursue this issue
any further. Instead, we remark that the above one-loop renormalization analysis for real
scalars can equally well apply to complex or charged scalars, by making the replacements
ZT → Z† and OT → O†, where appropriate.
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B Issues of mass renormalization
In our calculations, we have used OS renormalized masses for the resonant particles. An-
other physical renormalization scheme is obtained if one requires that the resummed prop-
agators do not shift the complex pole positions of the S matrix. This renormalization also
yields a gauge independent CT for the mass of the unstable particle at higher orders [66].
As has been shown in [8] under plausible assumptions, the very same property shares our
PT resummation approach. Apart from being gauge independent, the higher order PT self-
energies do not shift the physical complex pole [8,18,67]. Nevertheless, OS renormalization
is still a good renormalization framework, since it is simpler than pole-mass renormaliza-
tion. Here, we shall briefly review the conditions of pole-mass renormalization [66] and
show that the difference between these two schemes is beyond one-loop order in the ab-
sence of mixing. If mixing among particles is present, pole-mass renormalization becomes
more complicated. As we will see, such a complication may be avoided if one expresses the
pole masses in terms of OS renormalized masses and self-energies.
For our illustrations, we shall first consider just one un-mixed scalar S. The inverse
resummed propagator of S is then given by
∆−1(s) = s − (M0)2 + Π(s) , (B.1)
with s = p2. In the pole-mass renormalization, one makes use of the fact that the s-channel
exchange transition elements will exhibit a complex pole at the position s¯ = M
2 − iMΓ.
In such a scheme, one imposes the physical condition
s¯ − (M0)2 + Π(s¯) = 0 . (B.2)
In this scheme, M and Γ are the physical pole mass and width of the particle S. The pole-
mass CT may be found by writing (M0)2 = M
2
+ δM
2
and substituting this expression
into Eq. (B.2). Through order g4, this leads to
δM
2
= ℜeΠ(s¯) = ℜeΠ(M 2) + MΓℑmΠ′(M 2) , (B.3)
MΓ = ℑmΠ(s¯) = ℑmΠ(M 2) − MΓℜeΠ′(M2) . (B.4)
The coupled Eqs. (B.3) and (B.4) may be further disentangled perturbatively as
δM
2
= ℜeΠ(M 2) + ℑmΠ′(M 2)ℑmΠ(M 2) , (B.5)
MΓ =
[
1− ℜeΠ′(M2)
]
ℑmΠ(M 2) . (B.6)
It has been shown in [66] that the Z-pole mass CT δM
2
defined in Eq. (B.5) is gauge
independent through order g4. The latter should also hold true for scalar particles present
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in gauge field theories. Moreover, making use of a Taylor series expansion in Eq. (B.3),
it is straightforward to find the relation between OS renormalized mass, M , and the pole
mass M . This relation is given by
M2 =
[
1 − Γ
M
ℑmΠ̂′(M 2)
]
M
2
, (B.7)
where the self-energy Π̂(s) is OS renormalized, as has been discussed in Appendix A. Eq.
(B.7) explicitly demonstrates that the difference between the two masses enters through
order g4. Similarly, one can derive from Eq. (B.4) that the OS and pole renormalized width
differ from one another at the three-loop order.
The situation is different if mixing among scalars is present. Let us consider the
mixing of two scalars, e.g., A and H , which give rise to two complex poles in S-matrix
elements at positions s¯A =M
2
A− iMAΓA and s¯H =M 2H − iMHΓH . A straightforward way
to calculate the pole-mass CT’s is first to write down the bare masses of A and H as
(M0A)
2 = M
2
A + δM
2
A , (M
0
H)
2 = M
2
H + δM
2
H , (B.8)
and then impose the no-shift condition of the two complex poles, which is translated into
the vanishing of the determinant of the inverse (unrenormalized) propagator, ∆−1(s) in Eq.
(2.2), i.e.
det
 s − M 2A − δM 2A + ΠAA(s) ΠHA(s)
ΠHA(s) s − M 2H − δM 2H + ΠHH(s)
 = 0 . (B.9)
Eq. (B.9) is quadratic in the variable s, leading to two complex eigenvalue equations:
s¯A − λA(s¯A) = 0 , s¯H − λH(s¯H) = 0 , (B.10)
In the kinematic range s ≈ M2H ≈M 2A, the functions λA(s) and λH(s) may be approximated
by the two complex mass eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian for the HA system (cf.
Eq. (5.4)). Retaining the full s-dependence of the functions λA and λH , we find that their
explicit form is given by
λA(H)(s) =
1
2
{
(M0A)
2 + (M0H)
2 − ΠAA(s)− ΠHH(s)
−(+)
[(
(M0A)
2 − (M0H)2 − ΠAA(s) + ΠHH(s)
)2
+ 4Π2HA(s)
]1/2 }
, (B.11)
where the bare masses of A and H are given in Eq. (B.8). Unlike Eq. (5.4), Eq. (B.10) is a
coupled system of two complex (or four real) equations with four unknown parameters: the
two pole-mass CT’s, δM
2
A and δM
2
H , and the two pole widths, MAΓA and MAΓH . Instead
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of solving this 4×4 system, the best way is to renormalize the HH and AA self-energies in
the OS scheme, by decomposing the H and A bare masses into the form given in Eq. (A.5).
Then, Eq. (B.10) together with Eq. (B.11) just display the relations between pole masses
and OS renormalized masses in the presence of a non-vanishing particle mixing. This is
precisely the avenue that has been followed throughout our analysis for the bosonic as well
as fermionic case.
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Captions of remaining figures
Fig. 5: (a) Numerical estimates of production cross-sections and CP violation for
µ−L,R µ
+
L,R → h∗(H∗), A∗ → f f¯ as a function of c.m. energy
√
s. (b) CP
asymmetry versus xA = Π
SA/ℑm(Π̂SS − Π̂AA), with S = h, H .
Fig. 6: Numerical estimates of CP asymmetries for e+e− → h∗(H∗), A∗ → fLf¯LX at
the NLC as a function of (a) f f¯ invariant mass and (b) xA = Π
SA/ℑm(Π̂SS−
Π̂AA), with S = h, H .
Fig. 11: Numerical estimates of CP asymmetries in the production of polarized top
quarks at the LHC as a function of the ratio rt = (m
2
t −m2t′)/m2t for different
values of the mixing matrix combination |V Rt′b|2 + |V Lt′b|2 = 1.0, 0.5, 0.1.
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